Dr. Dumke Gives Exclusive Interview
By JOHN FARMER
EDITOR’S NOTE: A Spart;,
granted an e
y reporter was
last week in If
awe interview
with Dr. Glenn S. Durnlo
chancellor of the Califoni,
ale colleges.

education quality and quanly must be equated."
This is my goal," says Dr. Glenn
Durnke. new chancellor of the
.sofornia state colleges.
Inteiviewed in his southern Callinia office during Easter vaca, Dr. Dtunke explained:
We must meet the needs of the
nendous numbers of new stir,fts and still preserve the edumal quality of each school.
I am deeply interested in en.nueing the development of an

Lindsay’s Son
To Present
Select Poems

academic approach to the operation of the state colleges."
The development of the academic
approach and "giving the student
his money’s worth in academic
quality," were described by the new
head of the state colleges as his
"administrative credo."

The 45-yeat -old former San
Francisco Stale college president
foresees as his second major prob.
lem "a definite shortage of trained
faculty."

DR. GLENN S. DUMKE
. state college chancellor

Studies indicate there are, stafiscally. five individuals with
Ph.D.s for each institution of higher education throughout the nation,
he explained. But industry, he
added, takes half of these men,
leaving a little over two Ph.D.s per
institution.
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Book Talk To View
Greek Poet’s Works

Lindsay’s program, "Some Lindsay Songs" is sponsored by the
English department, college lecture committee and the associated
it dents, in cooperation with the
"Complete Poems of Cavafy," a
Sn Francisco state college Poetry
citer. It will be open to students, new translation and first complete
:cal ty and the public at no edition of poems by Constantine
P. Cavafy, famous modern Greek
Nicholas Lindsay, currently a
,Tiduate student at Columbia unt- poet of Alexandria, will be review,,ity, will perform some of the ed today at 12:30 by Dr. E. P.
eider Lindsay’s better known Panagopoulos, professor of history.
wirks, and will ask the audience
Dr. Panagopoulos will discuss
to jail him in singing "King Cavafy’s work at the book talk in
Solomon and the Queen of Sheba." rooms A and B of the cafeteria.
Lindsay pointed out that most Students may bring their lunches.
ti the poems he will present in his
The new translations, by Rae
gogriun here have distinctive
Dalvin, a Greek writer who grew
dusts or tunes, which require
up in this country, are "faithful to
that they be performed, rather
the words and the spirit of the
than recited. He said he plans to
originals," Dr. Panagopoulos de=duct his program with a minimum of observation and comment. clared.
Aside from those dealing with
Born in 1927 Nicholas Lindsay
7 ’A’ lives in Edisto Island, S.C., his personal experience, the setearned a B.A. degree in French
950 at University of South
Ana, and recently returned to
este as a graduate student be.se he feels, ". . . the American
Russian poetic insights stand
:.’red of each other . . ."
State Sen, Richard Richards Det Vachel Lindsay, who lived
1879 to 1931, abandoned his Lcs Angeles), candidate for the
-,nedical studies at Hiram col- United States Senate, will speak
in 1901 to study art and poettomorrow in cafeteria rooms A and
Chicago Art institute,
later became famous as a B. at 2:30 p.m., according to Fred
,:ern troubadour, tramping BrImstetter, SJS Democratic club
a the country singing and re- president.
::1; his poems in exchange for
Senator Richards was elected to

Senator Richards
Speaks Tomorrow

High School Day
At SJS Tomorrow
school students galore!
,I’s what SJSers will see toTow as some 1200 high school
lets come to visit SJS.
:he annual High School Visita,’. Day, coordinated by Otis
’ ier, personnel counselor, will
1de divisional and departmentneet ings and general assemblies
,enarrs from 20 high schools in
area.
The purpose of the program is
cquaint qualified high school
.1,1N with the academic curand plant," said Walter.
students will be acquainted
’,. housing and admissions deadand with the S.JS academic
ram,

tings for Cavafy’s poems are seldom contemporary.
The topics cover the history of
ancient Greece and even the fall
of Rome, Dr. Panagopoulos explained.
Cavafy’s favorite historical periods are two: the age of the Greek
satellite kingdoms set up by Rome
after the Alexandrian empire fell
to pieces and the period. of Constantine and his successors when
Christianity had just triumphed
over paganism and become the
official religion.
The book, "Complete Poems of
Cavafy," includes 187 poems including 33 early poems never before published in Greek or English.
The poet, who lived from 1863
to 1933, spent most of his life in
Alexandria, Egypt.

No, 105

Library May Stop
RBR Extra Hours
Extended hinary Reserve Book
room hours will be terminated at
the close of the semester unless
student use increases appreciably,
according to a release from Pres.
John T. Wahlquist’s office.
The time extensions have resulted only in minimal student use,
and additional cost of keeping the
room open has not been justified.
Extended hours began April 2
In the Reserve Book room, which
has a seating capacity of 260.
Week-night extensions from 10
to 11:30 p.m. resulted in 91 to
241 students present during any
given half hour during the first
week. On Friday, April 6, when
the room was open from 5:30 to
10 p.m., the headcount ranged from
12 to 104.
From 5 to 10 p.m. on Sunday,
April 8, the range was from 77 to
247 students.
Circulation of books has been
low for hourly and overnight use.

world wire
U.S. PLANS NUCLEAR TESTS
WASHINGTON (UPI).- -Preparations for the resumption of U.S
,spheric nuclear tests appeared to be moving into their fins.
today. Whether this happens may depend on the weather
.’ technical developments at the Christmas Island testing range,
’) miles south of Hawaii. The apparently imminent resumption of
U.S. tests came as the Russians threatened to fire "new types"
’ nuclear weapons if the United States does the same.
RANGER-4 ON ’BOOMERANG’ COURSE
PASADENA, Calif. (UPDAmerica’s Ranger-4 spacecraft passed
halfway mark to the moon yesterday on a boomerang collision
...rse that could achieve a -tremendous guidance success." But even
aSlit all computations now pointing to a crash on the dark side of
he moon,
scientists said there still was a chance the errant space
,12hicle might not be sucked into the lunar body’s gravitational pull.
11 till%
happened, the Ranger-4 would circle back into the earth’s
"nssPhere to burst into a "flaming comet."
LIFE OR DEATH?: DE GAULLE TO DECIDE
PARIS (UPD- President Charles de Gaulle met with the Sukior Magistrates’ Council at Elysee Palace yesterday to review the
t0tth sentence passed against former Gen Edmond Jouhaud, No. 2
hider of the Secret
Army Organization in Algeria. The meeting lasted
In hour and five minutes and there was no announcement afterwards
la to what transpired. By law, final decision on a reprieve is in the
lands of the president of the republic. By tradition, he takes the
kl,ICE. 14 the
11 -man judicial council,

party to announce names of can- tives; Marilyn Cox, Al Malyon,
didates as other factions appar- Katie Maples, and Pete McGrath
ently elected to keep their choices for junior representatives; Pat
under wraps. Election activity has Butler, Al Henninger, Pen ny
been abnormally quiet this se- Patch, and Anita Segador for senmester.
ior representatives; and Rod DinThough Hauck is not a SPUR don for graduate representative.
Petitions for ASB offices are
member, the party indicated that
still available in the College Unit will support him.
SPUR chairman Steve Larson ion, 315 S. Ninth st., according
is the party’s candidate for vice to Parks. The election board chairpresident and he will be opposed man said that petitions must be
by sophomore representative Bill signed by 100 students for an exErdman, according to election ecutive office, and 50 students for
board chairman Carlton Parks. other posts. All applications and
Elliman has not announced his petitions are due in the union by
4 p.m. Friday. All political parties
candidacy.
Other students who have filed must also register by that time.
An orientation meeting which
petitions are senior class president
Mike Harris, for attorney general, all candidates or their representaand director of student activities tives must attend will be held
Bob Weers, for executive secre- Friday afternoon at 4, according to
Parks.
tary. Both are SPUR members.
Elections for ASB. class, and AsSPUR candidates for student
council are: Vince Feeney, Pam sociated Women Student offices
Gustin, Jack Perkins, and Bob , will be held sirnolt8nPously on
Pisano for sophomore representa- May 3-4.

I LI. ROBLES
0:$ Ni \
ASB viss
’’lent Bill Haiick
became the first candidate in the
student body presidential race this
week as the campus began preparations for the ASH elections,
May 3-4.
Hauck, 21 year old Social Science
major from Burlingam e, announced his candidacy yesterday;
and his announcement was followed by Sparta party’s release
of a full slate of party endorsed
candidates covering every ASH office except treasurer.
SPUR thus became tile first

*

*

*

Election Board

Election board chairman Carlton
Parks has issued a call for students to assist the board during
ASB elections, May 3-4.
Parks urges that all interested
in working as election officials
sign up in the lobby of the College
Union, 315 S. Ninth st,
sin orientation meeting for elecn
o
omelets
willi
beL
held M
TuesdaY1
at 3:30 p.m. Location will be an-nounced later

e

icrobiologist lobell Explains
Oddities of Ocean Bacteria

C111:111.11 us that so, olliti 1,(111kit111 a
food freezer useless and living matter that couldn’t be crushed with
an eight -ton weight were described
to SJS students Tuesday by a noted,
member of the Scripps Institute of
Oceanography.
The "creatures- are ocean bacteria according to Dr. Claude E.
Zobell, visiting microbiologist, in a
lecture in S142.
"Some of the ocean bacteria
thrive only in sub-zero conditions."
he explained. "We use a refrigerator or freezer to make these creatures grow."
The cold-loving bacteria could
present a problem in gathering
,eafood, according to Dr. Zabel!
’if accompanied by the bacteria.’
"Fish put in a freezer would spoil
he explains.
Another group of ocean bacteria
often live 35,000 fe41 below the sea-,urface, requiring water pressure
of up to eight tons per square inch
to survive.
Dr. Zobell’s studies of these and
other ocean bacteria have required
trips to all parts of the world’s
oceans. He is the author of over
200 technical articles on the importance of bacteria in the sea and
in the production of petroleum.
Major biological justification for
the bacteria, aeon-ding to Dr. Zobell, is in the role of a food supply
for larger creatures,
The tiny bacteria, often indivi1/10.000 of an inch in

1

the state senate in 1954 and again
in 1958. During his two terms.
Senator Richards has served as
shairman of the permanent factfinding committee on local government, the senate election committee, the interim committee on metropolitan problems, and the subcommittee on mass rapid transit.
Senator Richarns, who represents the largest constituency of
any state legislator in the United
States, has been very active in
the fields of social welfare, civil
rights and education, according to
Brans let ter.
Senator Richards has lived in
Los Angeles county since 1926. He
was graduated from the University
of Southern California with an All
and received his LL.B from USC
law school.

California is the logical hx.rition ,
for the system’s central offices,
explained Dr. Dumke. ’The trustees prefer that the bulk of the
bulk of the state college population I
and the majority of the institutions
be located in southern California," ,
he added.

Student Elections Next Week,
Hauck in Presidential Race

pattanct

Nicholas Cave Lindsay, son of
i late American poet Vachel VOL. 49
L.rdsay, will present a perfor:.,nce of some of his father’s
ks Friday at 11:30 a.m. in

what Dr. Duatke tlescrlirll as a
"vacuum" between campus and
cent ra I administration, the new
chancellor said he will tour every
state college campus berme June.
"I hope to talk with administration. faculty and students," he
comments. "I feel communication
The Ingleworxi offices of the! is important."
Dr. Dtunke’s I/11401 if) SEM Jose
trustees and chancellor are located
Wednesday, May 2, is part
on the sixth floor of a new office; State on
of his tour program. His address
building, not far from Los Angeles
for F’ounders’ Day will r.over "a
International Ai, port.
hit of past history arid some of the
Since the function of administra- future opportunities for the state
tion is to attend meetings and con- colleges," he said.
sultations, the less distance college
"The California state colleges
administrators have to travel, the have a future potential sufficient
more opportunity they have for to challenge anyone’s imagination,"
contact and consultation, the chan- concluded the new chancellor. "I
cellor explained.
feel both the tremendous responsiIn an additional move to avoid t bility and the challenge."

California sta te colleges, Dr. western American economic history
Dumke said, need dozens of new while teaching at Occidental college in southern California.
instructors each year.
"I had no desire to become an
"Academic salaries should be
raised to compete with industry," administrator at that time," he redeclared the new chancellor. marked, "But I have found admin"Eventually substantial increasers istration challenging."
Dr. Dumke described the chanIn faculty salaries must be accomcellorship as "a job with tremenplished."
Dr. Dumke also voiced approval dous responsibility and challenge."
"The California state college sysof increased faculty participation
in administrative decision-making, tem is one of the most significant
commenting, "I already am work- higher education systems in our
ing to open new avenues of faculty nation," he added.
participation, working through the
"It not only is large but it is an
faculty councils."
effort to accomplish complex and
"I was a history professor for challenging goals."
10 years," he added. "I think I see
Since his appointment, Chancelthe professors’ side of the prob- lor and Mrs. Dumke have moved
lems."
from the bay area to Pasadena.
The new chancellor specialized in
"The trustees decided southern

300 or 4007Views seem to differ on just how
high donations will climb in tomorrow’s campus
blood drive. The goal is 300, but indications
are that it might be surpassed. From left to
right: Mrs. Merton Kirkish, adviser to commun.

ity services committee; Sid Maestre, chairman
of the campus blood drive; Jo Drew, poster
contest winner, and Vic Jansen, chairman, staff
and faculty blood bank.

350 SJS Students Pledge
To Give Needed Blood
A record number of 300 pints
will be the goal of tomorrow’s
campus blood drive, sponsored
jointly by the ASHconununity
services committee and the Air
Force ROTC.
Sid Maestre, co-chairman of the
drive, said that over 350 students
have signed cards pledging to donate blood.
Last semester SJS contributed
a total of 227 pints of blood to the
Red Cross national blood program.
In the past four years the college has donated 860 pints of blood
to the Red Cross program.

The minimum weight for donors
is 110 pounds. Student donors
must be at least 18 years old. Do! nors under 21 must have a release
slip signed by their parents.
Release slips are still available
in front of the cafeteria, and will
be accepted at Hoover hall tomorrow.
Maestre said that an award will
be presented to the fraternal and
non-fraternal organization with
the highest percentage if its members contributing.
To publicize the drive, the cam-

pus blood drive committee sponsored a student ixster contest,
sander the direction of Carol Lee
Hand.
Capturing first prize and $10
was Jo Drew. Second place was
taken by Arlene Jung who received $3.
Co-chairman of the drive with
Maestre is Sharon Casteel. Advisers to the Community Services
committee are Mrs. Merton Kirkish, student activities adviser,
and Mr. Charles Marshall, associate professor of advertising.

’Little Germany’
Features Twist
\V io geht’sheir? Too,
Polka? Fox Trot ?" Tonight’s
Rec. "Little Germany" will
underway at 7:30 in the M.
gym.
The Co-Ree hosts and hostess
all Recreation majors will
dressed in their finest Lederhs
and will serve root beer and p,
zels to the hungry hundreds s
attend.
A live band will play too
polka and slow dance music. Q.
games will he available for Iliwho don’t care to play volley I.
badminton or ping pang.
ASH cards must be shown
the door of the gym for adinlh’’’

1. mai:0 up the "largleft.;
1,J;;eI
est mass of living material in the
ocean, next to plants," Dr. Zobell
declared.
"Bacteria can eat organic material dissolved in the ocean and in
turn provide this otherwise unuseable food for others," explains Dr.
Zobell.
Other ocean bacteria have created the world’s sulfur deposits by
freeing the sulfur from more complex compounds.
A major job is scavenger-purifier
of the oceans, and a tsile in the
creation of petroleum were other
functions of the bacteria. listed by
the visiting professor.

Daylight Savings
SACRA
NTO r UPI i
Gov.
Edmund G. Brossm yesterday
signed a bill permitting California
voters to decide if the state should
remain on daylight saving time for
an extra month.
The measure. by Assemblyman
William Bagley. R-San Rafael,
puts a proposal on the June 5
primary ballot to extend daylight
saving from the last Sunday in
September to the last Sunday in
October. Daylight saving begins on
the last Sunday in April.
If voters approve the exlension,
California daylight saving time
would conform with daylight saytog time obsem eti in most other
cities. Brown has said that he
would put the extension in effect
this fall.

/141,
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all them odd troimers.
panta, %lock% or anything you pleoae. The,
are aumething everyoi,.
need’s more than he h..,
of.
o II y when
the ’re hard - Wen ring
worated (tonne-lahappily priced during R/A’a
WITH EASTER SPECIALS at a mere $14 a
pair. only $7 a leg. Like
everything eke lit R/A
you ran add them to
your Super/Charge account buy now. pay
later. ’our Reg. card
Is sill nu need.
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LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

Editorial

Drive May Flop
A well-meant drive by seven students at San Jose State
may fall on its face.
The seven Spartans who bypassed the administration and
went to the legislature demanding extended library hours ha%e
not been answered by the student body with positive reaction.
In fact, the reaction has been nearly nil.
Students, either content with or used to the hours formerly
enforced, have failed to use the library facilities during the
extended hours in large enough numbers to warrant the expense
caused by the extension.
According to Pres. John T. Wahlquist, the hours will be
maintained through June and may have to be reduced next
semester unless more participation occurs. The president has
urged students to use the library in order to preserve the time
extension granted.
Are Spartans afraid of the library or afraid of studying? Or
was the seven-student drive to increase the hours totally unrepresentative and not desired by the student body?
Contacting the legislature will not now save the hours
extension, even though such an act may have helped obtain the
original request. The only way to maintain the new hours is
for Spat-tans to use the facilities to the extent that the additional
expense is worthwhile.
Either use the library or forever hold your peace. C.P.
110.

._cparict-

o-Pound

The wheel turns and on it spin the news threads of San Jose
State society. Many students on campus are joining the throngs
of announced pinnings and engagements.
PINNINGS
Sue Jenkins, Kappa Alpha Theta sophomore art major from
Sunnyvale, to Reed Jones, Alpha Tau Omega sophomore business
and industrial management major from Alameda.
Barbara Mitchel, sophomore advertising major from Sunnyvale,
to Rod Masters, Lambda Chi Alpha junior business major from
Alameda.
ENGAGEMENTS
Linda Axenty, senior journalism major and former Spartan
Daily fine arts editor from Lawndale, to Dennis Mangers, senior
education major at Long Beach state college also from Lawndale.
The couple is planning a candlelight wedding ceremony on December
28 at the Long Beach All Saints Episcopal church.
Geri Stone, senior Sigma Kappa marketing major from Berkeley. to Leigh Weimers, Sigma Chi alum and SJS graduate who is
currently assistant city editor of the San Jose Mercury-News. An
August wedding is planned.
Gerry Webster, Sigma Kappa junior majoring in secretarial
and office management from Arroyo Grande, to Jerry Capito,
sophomore architectural engineering major at Napa junior college.
Carol Chatham, senior education major from Stockton and
resident assistant at Hoover hall, to Steve Skold, senior history
major from Los Gatos.
Sherry Thompson, senior advertising major from Portola, to
Jack Dorithy, senior music major also from Portola. A summer
wedding date will be set.
Bev Homen, junior Chi Omega general elementary education
major from King City, to Jim Nevis, Alpha Tau Omega senior
business education major from San Jose. The wedding will be in the
traditional bridal month, June.
SIGMA PHI EPSILON
Tonight, a semi-formal dinner at the fraternity house will
herald the candidates for the Sig Ep Queen of Hearts. In the running are Pam Carleton of Kappa Alpha Theta. Gloria Ferrari of
Gamma Phi Beta, Angela Kiichli of Delta Gamma, Norma McCarey
of Chi Omega, Sue Davies of Alpha Phi and Elane Brinker of Kappa
Kappa Gamma.
Also at the dinner will be the present Queen of Hearts, Nancy
Peterson who is a member of Delta Gamma, and her two attendanes,
Arlene Jung and Janet Pike.
Final selection of this year’s queen will be announced at the
fraternity’s Queen of Hearts ball to be held in May at the El
Rancho Motel in Sacramento.
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
An Informal "twist" party last night opened the fraternity’s
annual Crescent Girl contest activities. Attending the festivities were
women representing SJS sororities, women’s dorms and living
centers. The eventual titleholder will reign over the fraternity’s
Crescent Girl formal to be held at the Hyatt House in Burlingame
on May 5.
ALPHA TAU OMEGA
Jerry Colletta, Dick Ashworth and Steve Abrue are recent
additions to the fraternity’s pledge class. A pledge class officer
election put in Gary Steere as president and Bud Goad as secretary-treasurer.

’Let’s Strive
For Excellence ...’
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President Kennedy Tries
i New Approach in Laos

By DRU CHALLBERG
Society Editor

Thrust

By PHIL NEWSOM
UPI Foreign News Analyst
President Kennedy has thrown
his personal influence into the
effort to establish a neutral government in Laos. It is a situation
certainly not to the President’s
liking.
It is done only on the basis
that a neutral Laos provides an
escape from an intolerable situation. The President’s action
came in a letter delivered to
Laotian King Savang Vathana,
reiterating United States insistence that the right-wing government of Laos join neutralist
and pro-Communist rebels in a
coalition government.
The U.S. decided more than a
year ago that its policy of support for a strongly pro-Western
government in Laos simply was
not paying off.
The American-trained Laotian
army had a far greater record of
retreat than of aggressive action. The Communist -trained and
supplied Pathet Lao rebels already were occupying nearly
half the country and threatened
to take more.
If the pro-Western forces were
to win, it became apparent that
American money alone would
not be sufficient. American
troops on a scale at least comparable to U.S. action in South
Vietnam would be necessary.
This not only was opposed by

Britain and France, two of the
United States’ chief allies, but
also involved the likelihood of
Red Chinese intervention in the
manner of Korea.
Thus the United States’ dilemma.
Having passively supported
the overthrow of neutralist Premier Prince Souvanna Phouma
and actively supported his successor, Prince Boun Oum, the
U.S. made a complete turnabout
and declared for the return of
Souvanna Phouma to head a
neutral government committed
neither to East nor West.
In this it had the support of
Britain and France and the
promise of the Soviet Union that
it would assist in maintaining a
truly neutral Laos.
But the U.S. action was taken
without reckoning on Defense
Minister Phoumi Nosavan who
stubbornly has refused to cooperate.
Since February, the United
States has been withholding
monthly payments of $3 million
to pay Laotian army and police
costs, although continuing other
economic and military aid shipments.
The feeling that a neutral
Laos must eventually drift into
the Communist camp springs
from the belief that Souvanna
Phouma would have neither the
inclination nor the strength to
overrule them.

Delta Sigma Phi To Present
Finals of Twist Contest Tonight
The all -school twist contest
sponsored by Delta Sigma Phi
will have its eliminations tonight
on KNTV, channel 11, from 5:30
to 6:15.
Jerry Area, chairman for the
event, said that entrants can
sign up for the contest until 4
p.m. today. Entry fee per couple
is $1.50.
Students viewing the eliminations can call in to the station
to vote for their preference.
Prizes for the top SJS twisters will be given out Friday

evening in the women’s gym,
when the finalists will compete
for trophies. Prizes for the top
three couples also will include
savings bonds, bermuda shirt
sets and records.
An additional trophy will be
awarded to the living group with
the highest percentage of entrants.
Interested couples may sign
up for the contest in front of the
cafeteria. Regular tickets for the
dance Friday night may be
bought for 50 cents during the
rest of the week.
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Editor:
There have been an awful lot
of letters to the editor of the
Daily lately on all sides of all
issues which have been just
plain irresponsible name-calling.
unconstructive mud-slinging and
unsupported propaganda in general, which is unworthy of colleagues of the college family,
both junior and senior.
I think our college people can
do better than that. One hates
to see a good student newspaper
(emphasis on news) sink to the
level of a cheap bog-city tabloid
rag because of the letters column.
One of the objectives of the
college listed on page 18 of the
catalog is preparation for responsible citizenship; yet from
the low-brow tone and level of
many of the recent letters, one
would think that many people
are here in preparation for a
gangland rumble across the
tracks between the vinegar
works and the gas house.
Let unethical propagandists
with little regard for the traditions of acceptable professional
writing communicate undignified
and unworthy trash by handouts
on street corners and junk mail
at their own expense. It’s time
they stopped cluttering up the
Spartan Daily.
Let our responsible college colleagues, junior and senior, strive
for nothing short of a professional excellence in their letters
to the Daily; then they can reflect honor on the college’s good
name.
Philip M. Blair
Associate Professor of
Mechanical Engineering

’Scripture Quotes
Don’t Add Up. . . ’

and Parry

reform, which can hardly be
denied.
Keynes later played a key role
In solving two of the great problems of that erathe collapse
of demand which had left us
operating at less than two-thirds
of capacity and the collapse of
the international economy which
had reduced trade to a severely
regulated minimum. He did not
advocate the nationalization of
industry nor the detailed regulation of markets. To call any
change in the economic system
"socialism" is to condemn us
to policies that the most reactionary of men would find unacceptable.
The second quotation referred
to the state exercising "a guiding influence on the propensity
to consume ..." and to a "somewhat comprehensive socialization of investment."
These are simply taken out of
context. A complete reading of
The General Theory or even of
the page from which they were
taken would make it perfectly
clear that the method by which
the government was to "guide"
consumption was the changing
of tax and interest rates, and
that the partial "socialization of
investment" referred to government spending in time of depression. In the very next line after
that quoted in Reeb’s letter
Keynes says: ". . . no obvious
case is made out for a system
of State Socialism which would
embrace most of the economic
life of the community. It is not
the ownership of the instruments of production which it is
Important for the State to assume. If the state is able to determine the aggregate amount
of resources devoted to augmenting the instruments (of
production) and the basic rate
of reward to those who own
them, it will have accomplished
all that is necessary."
In other words, if the government by tax and interest rate
policy can increase consumption
and private investment enough
in time of depression, it will have
accomplished all he wants of it.
As I tried to say in a previous
letter, Keynesian economics does
seem to call for increases or decreases in taxes and/or government expenditures to control inflation and depression, but that
is a far cry from socialism as
most people use the term. We
can make terrible mistakes by
applying such labels indiscriminately.
Leonard W. Weiss
Assoc. Professor of Economics

mists and ’supplementing
mem
tat political economy
with !Sen.
nesianisrn, currently
the moat
widespread brougeois economic
theory."
Later, in his article,
tlie so.
viet writer states that
"the
visionists proclaimed Keynes es,
the
first to have ’reorganized’
boas
geois political economy
on a sei.
entitle basis. Indeed,
it is
Keynesian school that has the
mon
fully reorganized bourgeois pc.
lit ical economy in
appllcation
the conditions of today’s
capital.
ism. That is why it has
betotne
the most widespread
bourgeois
economic school." The
assertion
is made that "the real
core or
Keynesianism consists in
adu).
eating parasitic consumption
by
the bourgeoise, increasing
profits
by reducing real wages and
ing the state to redistribute
na.
tiortal income in favor of
the
monopolies."
Thus, it is only the hysterical
right which somehow has
deter.
mined that Lord Keynes was
the
proponent of economic doctrines
which ultimately were to lead
us into socialism, whereas lg
actual fact, the Bolshevik Mrs
lists disavow him as being a
"bourgeois economist."
Glenn G. Morgan
Asst. Prof. of Political Science

Si2attatz9?)aill
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Editor:
The letter of Ralph Ferguson
of April 12 took various TASC
speakers to task for characterizing Jesus Christ with modern
day pacificists. His quotations
of Luke 21:9 "There shall be
wars and rumors of wars . . ."
and Luke 12:51: "Do you suppose I have come to give peace
on earth? No, I say to you but
rather division." If these are accurate quotations from Scripture they still do not add up to
the Christ of the Sermon on the
Mount nor do they portray the
Easter message, as I see it.
The writer would do better to
Coffee,
use as his sources for the gosVIP?
pel of hate and the inevitability
of war some recent practitioners Poli Sci Prof
of that cult such as Robert Agrees
with Dr. Weiss
Big Auto
Welch, Fred Schwarz, Gerald L.
Imam Savings WHIM
Editor:
K. Smith, Billie Hargis or their
Women and married menor aoverre
21: VI less VI dividend,
In his excellent letter on Keyoer
philosophical predecessors Goebcurnt 17 wax
of 365 (based onSlagle
men
nesian economics of April 6,
cent dividend).
bels, Hitler, Stalin and their like.
25: $252 less $43 dividend, or a net
Prof.
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Weiss
correctof 1209.
It is true that many of the
15.01.
310/20,000 Bodily Inlury $500 Medan
ly stated that the Communists
Lord’s sayings were enigmatic
end
Property Damage covereges
Payments. Other Payments atcan sr’
have been quite critical of
be
and should be given careful
SWIjr10.
parable
tirs I
Keynes.
med once. twice or four
analysis. However. His final act
full tawwrite for Cdefebee,
or
Call
pearFor example, we find Keyon the cross at Calvary was the
elation to George M.
Sunnyou,
See Magda Ayanya,
nesianism discussed in an article
eloquent testimony of a man deassent 1-1141 Nay
entitled "Revisionist Theories of
voted to the reconciling of man
a ’Blending’ of Bourgeois and
to man; nation to nation. We
Marxist Political Economy," in
go to church on Easter and
the August, 1960 issue of Vopperhaps on other Sundays and
rosy ekonomi, the leading Soviet
call ourselves Christians. Most
economics journal.
of the time, however, we act,
The author states, among
write and talk like non-Chrismany other points, that "nowatians. We decry the "Godless
days . . . many right-wing soCommunist Conspiracy" yet are
slow to accept the Godly ways . cialist leaders and ideologists
have openly broken with MarxSUNRISE TOUR TO HAWAIIMy li
of the Man called the Christ.
ism and completely embrace the
Robert S. Hall
9 -day tour, $272. Personally coniludd
most reactionary bourgeois ecoby Jules of ALLADIN TRAVEL
ASB 4975
also
nomic theories (Keynesianism,
7 the theory of ’the managerial
Low Airline fares to Howoli sed
Eastwithout a tour.
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revolution,’ and theory of ’a
reservation now!
Make
changed capitalism,’ etc." He
Student’s Letter
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that
"American
revisionEditor:
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ists proclaim the necessity of
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A letter from Richard Reeb
So. FIRST
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learning from bourgeois econopublished just before vacation
contained two quotations which
were apparently intended to
show that Keynes was a "socialist."
BE AN
The first, from an article
dated 1933, the very bottom of
the depression, was ceritainly
extremely critical of the capitalSTEWARDESS
ism that then existed, but so was
A new world can be yoursa world of travel, fun and
every sensible person. It said in
adventure. At company expense, we will train you at
admittedly colorful language
the fabulous American Airlines Stewardess College
that the economic system of the
teach you professional tricks of poise and grooming.
Upon graduation you’ll start a new exciting career.
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Fro Immediate Interview In Your Area
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American Airlines, Inc., Dallas love Field, Dallas 35, Texas
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...... led in an interview.
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o Ago 20.27
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nil inaiItnisIcator, uallatt written by a SJS
tumor!sdent will be presented
sr 3:30 p.m. in Studio Thew:, by students in oral interpreboon classes
,..The song of the Land." the
00,,e ballad of an ensemble, was
exercise. by
ieten for a class
Lenard Arndt, sophomme. The
orinhle is concerned with the
bones of America and is made
Individual ballads which
’aerate the theme.
accomThe ensemble will be
panied by Robert Ryder on guitar
emphasize the rhythm and beat
of the ballad.

1433 The Alameda
In Original Italian

::tiolunt!, t’ailing the individaal ballads in the ensemble are
Andrew Agle, Eugenia Archer,
Richard Arndt, Pamela Blake,
Diane Demon, Rich Magna,*
Mary Jayne Might and David
Purdy, svho will sing his ballad.
Thme ballads in story and
verse will also be included on the
pmgram. Maureen Urey will read
an excerpt from Katherine
Mansfield’s "Bliss," Robin Wainwright, "The Day Christ Died,"
by James Bishop; and Gale Am.
Jackson, "The Ballad of the
Harp Weaver" by Edna St. Vincent Milluy.

, I ti
11.
watercolors of Shikd Munakava.
widely known contemporary Japanese artist, will be exhinded in
the SJS Art Gallery until May
18.
A total of 83 works will he
shown in the Gallery, what is
open from 9 a.m.-4 p.m. Monday
through Friday and 1:15-5 p.m.
Sundays during the run of the
exhibit ion.
Munakata is considered to be
among the greatest Japanese
artists who have revitalized the
art of woodblock prints in Japan today.
The Japanese artist’s prints reflect the influence of early Japanese woodcuts, black and white
Buddhist prints dating from
-level times. His work fro,
been influenced by Zen do
and Japanese folk art. Mu;
is associated with ScelEu Y
champion of traditional folk ai
and founder of the Falkciilt
museum.
Munakata’s prints usually represent Buddhist divinities ortl
Japanese poetry. Made from a
single block, the pints are black
and white with color often adeLet
with a brush.
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ROCCO AND HIS BROTHERS"
WINNER OF 27 FESTIVAL AWARDS
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Eight San Jose State College beauties will be
vying for the title of Miss Greater San Jose when
the local pageant takes place Saturday in the
San Jose civic auditorium at 8 p.m.
The coeds, who were selected from a field of
24 semi-finalists. will be competing for more than
$500 in merchandise and scholarships and also
or the right to represent San Jose in the Miss
California Pageant.
More than $5600 in scholarships and merchandise will be awarded to Miss California and her
runner-ups at the State Pageant, which takes

PIRATE &
THE SLAVE GIRL
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8 Coeds in Miss S.J. Contest
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Academy Award
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BANJO BAND
Old Time Movies from 8:00, Banjo Band at 9:00
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TRAVEL
cy pos

do Lowerre, Mary Louise Nelson
and Sally Page,
DELTA ZETA: Joann M. Maxwell, Elaine Morris, Maria Henne
and Janice Liston,
GAMMA PHI BETA: Lynda
Newman and Janet Faranda.
KAPPA ALPHA THETA: Marie L. Detert.
KAPPA DELTA: Margaret E.
Davison, Marglynn Gilley. Jean
Kennedy, Diane Nelson and Nancy Young.
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA:
Carole Ann Fuller, Sallie Abbott Clark, Patricia Hearney and
Judy McConnell.
SIGMA KAPPA: Susan Bernardi.

Last Day for Free Tickets

9:00

STARTING SOON . . .
A NEW ENTERTAINMENT
POLICY . . . Watch for if!

Today is the last day students
and other members of the SJS
college community may obtain
free tickets to the Monday night
Morris Dailey auditorium performance of the San Jose Ballet
company.
Holders of SJS ASH, faculty
and employee cards may pick
up the free tickets in the student
aff Ars business office, TH1E. Remaining tickets go on sale to
the general public tomorrow at
$1.50. However, free tickets will
still be available to members of
the college as leng as there are
any Irlt.
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WEDNESDAY NIGHTS
Satirical Folksingers

PAUL

THOMSEN
and

DON

HUBBARD
1

place in Santa Cruz in late June.
The coeds are (from left to right); front row,
Sharron Walker, Gretchen Greene, L’s a Phelan
(who has since dropped out I, Raylene Hermann;
back row, Pamela Carleton, Jerete DeJorno,
Susan Berry, Carol Blots and Susan James.
Tickets for Saturday night’s pageant may be
obtained at the San Jose Jaycee office in the
civic auditorium or at any of the local high
schools. Students will be admitted for 75 cents;
reserved seats are being sold at two for $2 and
$2.50.

Sorority Pledges Total
34 for Spring Semester
Recently released from the San
Jose State activities office is the
following list of current sorority
pledges. Nine of the campus sororities pledged a total Of 34
women this spring during Open
Rush.
ALPHA OMICRON PI: Mary
Ann Bcwles, Patricia Salgado,
Lori E. Dickman, Kathy Guia,
Susan E. Maas, Betty A, Steligo,
Patricia Ann Stewart and Toni
Willis mann.
ALPHA PHI: Candace Harriman and Margaret L. Kelley.
DELTA GAMMA: Elaine Armst,ong, Kathy Dunne, Anne A
Chambers, Bonnie J. Maar, Lin -

FRIDAY & SATURDAY NIGHTS

ed men ever
ea
larva 17 tat
III men under
demi,

Ticket holders will be admitted
to the auditorium prior to 8:05
p.m the night of the show so
they can get "reserved" seats.
The Ballet company will perform at SJS Monday at 8:15 p.m.
tinder the auspices of the Spartan
programs committee.
Featured on the show will b..
the company’s new production ot
’Swan Lake" Act II, choreographed by George Balanchine
The production received its premier last week in San Francisco
The tentative program also includes "Variations de Ballet,
"Caprice," and "Pas de Ti’

Recital Tomorrow
By Ric Trimillos
A piano recital will he pregenteel tornerrow evening at 8:15
p.m. in Concert Hall by senior
music student Ricardo Trimillos.
Th.p recital is cpen to the public wit hout char ge.
Trimillos will open his recital
with t hr cc movements from
Bach’s "Toccata in G," Allegro,
Adagio and Allegro e presto.
Also on the program are four
movements from Beethoven’s Sonata. Op. 27. No. 1 in E flat;
Schumann’s "Faschingsschwank
aus Wien" and Ravel’s "Alborado
del Graziosa."
A student of William Erlendson, inofe8soi of music. Trimillos
also plays organ, cello and baritone horn. The native San Josean
has participated in orchestra,
symphonic and marching bands,
the SJS A Capella choir and is
currently organist -director of the
Grace. Lutheran church.
Named the outstanding student in the Music department for
1961 Trimillos is currently chairman of the Spartan programs
committee. A member of two
scholastic honor nrganivations,
he has appeared in the national
publication, "Who’s 1A’he Among
Students," for two euns,cutive
v,,ars

AMATEUR NIGHT

OPENINGTONIGIIT
* *
* *

MONDAY & TUESDAY NIGHTS
RELAXING MOOD, DANCING, OLD TIME
MOVIES, Etc.

MOSE ALLISON

(Sorry, but no one under 21 admitted)
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High school graduates; 21-29
inclusion. 20/25 uncorrected
vision; height 5.9-66’ ; 160
lbs. minimum with weight proportional to height. File before
May 11, 1962; Room 100, City
Hall, Oaklan d, California.
CR 3-3111.

550
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Paperback
Review

Coffee, Tea, or VIP? I

Bitter Lemons
by
Lawrence Durrell

Designer Fashion Shoes

CALIFORNIA BOOK CO.
134 E. San Fernando St.
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Flats and Casual Shoes
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Barefoot Originals
Delis, Dcbs
Red Cross Shc_s

1.351

(Dutton

BITTER LEMONS is sot in Cyprus
during the Enosis ’ campaign." During this governmental crisis, Durrell
acts as press advisor to the threatened government. In cataloguing
the vents and people of the three
years he was in Cyprus, Durrell exhibits the same sensitivity in dealing with the island peasants that he
lid whon treating Justine, Pomba!,
Cl., and other friends we made in
the Alexandrian Quartet. Come
again Durrell has poured people,
sunlight and geography into the
same mould with the result that we
leave Cyprus and the end of BITTER
LEMONS with the same hesitation
and sadness that Durrell does. Altogether a fine literary adventure.

El Camino
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S600 - $647
Career - Salary - Benefits

Erik the Red had no choicebut Vitalis with V-7
will keep your hair neat all day without grease.
Naturally. V’7 is the g_r_eseless grooming discovery. Vitalist’)
with V-7e fights embarrassing dandruff, prevents dryness,
Keeps your hair neat all day without grease. Try Vitalis today!
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"old time movies every night"
IMO SOUTH lit ST.
alio south of the fairgrounds)

PATR OLMEN

Results of an experimental approach to deccratiog celamie
forms with plant ash glazes is
on exhibit throughout this week
in the Art department s Little
Gallery, A114. in the mater’s
thesis show of Joseph L. Hysong,
graduate art student.
For his thesis project. Hysong
tested far two years for the best
combinations of 15 different
plants’ ashes as bases for glazes.
Plant ashes used include newspaper, coffee grounds, rice hulls.
alfalfa, wheat, barley and oils.
Hysong, who has exhibited all
over the U.S. and in Europe. ccceived a bachelor’s degiee in
business administration frem SJS
in 1956. He returned to SJS the
following semester to work for
his Master’s in art.
The graduate student taught
ceramics and design at the University of Hawaii for one year.
Hysong was afro a part-time
instructor in plastics for two
years and a full-time instructor
in ceramics for one year at SJS.

SUNDAY
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to11 thiu,,
nil painting, the artist turned to
printmaking in 1928. However,
lie has not abandoned oils and his
k bears a resemblance
bribv
to Van Gogh.
Mutrikata has also published
15 books, none of which have
been translated yet.
The pi inimaker has exhibited
throughout Japan as well as in
dzeiland, Palls, New York,
Clo..elancl and Venice. Mtinakata
has won many awards for his
work in Japan and throughout
the world, including the Venice
Biennale’s grand prize and the
excellence prize at the 1951 International Art Exhibit in Locarno Swit7erb.nd.

Graduate Student
Shows Art Results
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Contemporary Japanese
Art Display in Gallery
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Aero Instructor Visits Colleges,
Inspects Flight Training Devices
There, he tested their new $20,000
trainer for commercial airports in
their flight instruction programs.
"This new trainer is fully automatic." said Schreve. "The student can actually set it up and
operate it. It was a real beauty.
I ’flew’ it for two hours."
While in Binghampton, Schreve
saw a Link trainer which simulates the cockpit of a C130 Air
Force cargo plane. The large
model actually duplicates storm
- conditions, thunder, lightning and
1 II M.tI
ciate protessor ot philu, ilk* ’all the sounds as well as the vibraspeak on "Thei,m Humani,m ano tions of engine trouble.
Minn GRANT
the Problem of Evil.’ tonight at
Schreve’s trip was part of a $600
7:30 at a United Campu, Christian
fellowship meeting. 300 S. 10th St. grant to SJS from the Link corThe program will be the first poration to study airport conected
In a series of three designed to flight programs offered at uniexplore issues of life and evil from versities and colleges in the United
non-Christian points of view, ac- States.
at Cocording to the Rev. Mark Rut.! At Ohio state university
ledge. Congregational - Disciples1 lumbus, Schreve found an extensive air taxi service for the faccampus pastor.
ulty. When an instructor is teachVesper services at 7 p.m. will
ing extension courses, the school
precede the meeting. Both the
furnishes him with a plane and
services and the meeting are open
pilot.
to all students.
A special research project of
Ohio state is on the effects of
Gerald Schreve SJS instructor
In aeronautics spent Easter week
flying across the country doing a
research project for the Link
corpora t ion, manufacturers of
flight simulation devices.
Leaving April 11. Schreve arrived at Link’s home office in
Pirghamto ‘: NY Th 11 s a y

Dr. Madden Views
’Problem of Evil’

. .

Student: Do you ’,I.,’
any cutoff sweatshirts?
Clerk: No, I’m sorry.
Student: Wall, what do
you have?
Clerk: Well, we’re a
bookstore you see so we
specialize in books, all
sizes, all kinds, plus a
complete selection or
paperbacks Why not
browse around?

ROBERTS
BOOK STORE
125 SOUTH
SAN

JOSE

FOURTH

ST.

CY73423

"JAN JOSE

LOCAL AIRPORT
At western Michigan university’s Kalamazoo campus, Schrme
found their flight program tied in
with the local municipal
and an air taxi service similar
the one at Ohio state.
’The University of Illinois has
by far the most extensive flight
training operation I have ever
seen." said Schreve. Illinois has
50 allVane, III !hell’ department.

SAFETY FIRSTRobert Dolin (1.), representative from California
Safety and Supply co., demonstrates the use of breathing apparatus for a delegate at last week’s Santa Clara county Industrial
Safety conference at SJS. The meeting attracted 150 representatives from insurance groups, industrial plants and safety
committees. Dr. Milburn D. Wright, dean of the SJS Business
division, and Dr. William McBane of the Psychology department
- photo 5.
spoke at the conference.
1.1.a,

mess? It should: there are enough
autos in the U.S. to provide every
man, woman, child and pet puppy
a ride simultaneously . . . without crowding.
STATISTICS
How about you, the careful
driver? Still think the odds are
with you? Try to imagine your
place in this picture:
--One of every two cars sold
will be involved in an acciden!
sometime during its lifetime.
Men are accident vict im,
three times more often that
women.
If you are killed in an aut.,
accident, the odds are 65 to 1 thai
you will be within 25 miles of your
home tor dorm, as the case may
be).
If you average 40 miles an
hour on a 10-hour trip, you will
drive almost 35 miles with your
eyes shut, according to the Isla
tional Safety Council, explaining
it this way: the average person
blinks his eyes 25 times a minute
and the blink lasts an average of
one-fifth of a second . . . figure
it out for yourself.
SEAT BELTS HELP
Al least 3000 lives could be
saved each year and one-third nt
the disabling injuries eliminated
if every motorist wore a seat belt
according to the U.S. Public
Health service. And that’s another
reason for the "bargain belt" campaign on campus this month.
They can be purchased at the
Spartan bookstore or THIS for
$5.95 plus tax. These are approved
belts that normally retail for as
much as $12.95.
Expert installations are also
being made on campus at reducci!
rates. A team of industrial art,
Cerele Francais, two short students will make installations
French films to be shown. CH354, for $1.50 a belt on Thursday and
Friday from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. in
3:30 p.m.
the parking lot behind the cafeInternational Relations club,disteria.
mission on International week,
CH236, 2:30 p.m.

By GEORGE BROWNE
One out of every five SJS students who drive cars will be inJob Interv;ows will be held in the
volved in an accident sometime
Placement office, Adrn234, unless specified otherwise. Appointment lists are
this year.
interview.
in
advance
the
of
out
put
Shocking? The college safety
Students are requested to sign up early.
committee thinks it is. That’s why
TODAY
ihey are offering auto safety belts
Personal Products: business
at cut-rate prices on campus this
GERALD SCHREVE
management trainees in field sales1
. . tests trainer plane month.
force. Interviews at 353 S. Fifth!
"Not for me." you say?
including a radarequipped DC -3,
,t.
"I’m not going to have an acciDean Witter and Co.: majors in a twin engine Lockheed LH3. a dent. I never have had an accibusiness, social science and liberal helicopter and numei ous small one dent . . . I’m too careful," you
arts fat registeted representative engine craft. The Illinois plant explain?
positions. Interviews at 353 S. runs nearly 400 students through
Before you convince yourself
Fifth st.
their flight instruction program that you’re right, the safety comBakersfield city el cm en t a r y each year. said Schreve.
mittee and the National Safety
school (Kerr county I elementary
council urges you to consider these
LICENSES OBTAINABLE
candidates.
sc urn) teacher
The Illinois facility offers in- facts:
Centinela union high school dis- struction leading toward certificaMOST CASUALTIES
trict: i Los Angeles county): high,
In the half-century that autos
tion on private, seaplane and comal teacher candidates.
mercial aviation. A helicopter have been commonplace on U.S.
’ft MORROW
i license will soon be made available highways, more people have been
killed and injured in accidents
Bur roughs-Welienme: all stu- !at the campus.
dents viho have science back- I The Illinois center logs over a than the total U.S. casualties of
Anilf million air passenger hours, all wars since the birth of the
grounds.
Standard Life Insurance en. per year in its faculty air taxi nation.
Each year a good-sized U.S.
College division): Any major for operatior alon:. said Sthlei.e.
Some
At Oklahcma state unkersity’sj "community" is wipc(1
sales to students on deferred pre’Stillwater campus. Schreve found! 70 million autos now on the road
mium basis.
Food Machinery cerp.: majors in flight training offered as a part slaughter about 40,000 Americans
mechanical. elect’ ic I. and chemi- of the regular cm ticulum and of- every year. Another live million
cal engineering, industrial tech- fered tot elective credit. This plan are maimed.
nology, accounting, business and is available at enet y school v,here’ Eighteen million of the 80 million licensed drivers become en’actual flight training IF offered
industrial engineering.
Campbell union high school dis- : In summing up his trip. Schtsve’ tangled in 10 million twisted
trict, (Santa Clara county) high pointed out four areas %%Melt con- ’ wreckages yearly at a cost of
1,,tcher
cern college aviation detest tments $5.300,000.000.
throughout the country. These
If present casualty rates conareas, he said were education of tinue, two million Americans will
the public. research, service tc the have died behind or under the
community and Erdal commu- wheels of autos by 1974.
nity-oriented research projects.
’ Sound like a crowded. confused

RENTALS

Special Student Rates
latest models
Free delivery
Nay guaranteed
Free Parsing
no deposit
Free exchange
’ W, re neat fo Col Rook"

CY 1-5213

MODERN OFFICE MACHINES CO.

25

Only
school days*
left to buy LaTorre!
15,15C Yearbook)

Greeks
Sports
Independents
Queens
Personalities

Spartaguide

TODAY
Women’. Recrealion
l)rehesis. WG10, 7 p.m ; swimming.
WG pool. 7 pm; softball, WG
field. 4:15 p.m.
Pistol team, meeting. 220 N.
Second St.. 2:30-4:30 p.m.
l’Atramurat sports, badminton, Ti MORROW
,121, 4:30 p.m.
Blood Drive, Hoover hall, 328
Alpha Lambda Delta, meeting, S. Eighth St., 9 a.m.-4 p.m.
F0104. 3 p.m.
student Affiliates America n
Society for Advancement of Chemical society, meeting, T1120,
Management, regular dinner meet- 1:30 p.m.
inc. Garden City Hofbrau, 6:30
German club, meeting, CH165,
P.m.
3:30 p.m.
Lambda Chi Alpha, meeting conIndustrial Relations and Percerning pushcart. relays, 41 S. nth
sonnel Management, meeting, cafeat.. 7:30 p.m.
United Campus Christian fellow- teria room A, 7;30 p.m.
Chi Sigma Epsilon, Powers Mod ship, Dr. Madden of Philosophy
department Vl ill speak on "Evil," ’cling agency will put on a demonstration open to all secretarial stti300 S. 10th st ,7 pm
Sophomore class, meeting. CH dents, cafeteria rooms A and B,
164. 4:30 p.m Newman club, husi- ’4 P.m
ne.s.s. meeting 79 S. Fifth st., 81 AWE-IRE, meeting. E103, 2:30
pm

35c ...

Campus Chaplain
To Talk on KCBS
Cyril Leach, idoman
Catholic campus chaplain and
Newman club adviser, will appear
on radio stet ions KCBS and
KCBS-FM today at 2:10 p.m. to
ansvver questions on, "Ask the
Clergy."
Father Leach’s appearance will
be part of "Spectrum 74" an afternoon -long news conference on
KCBS. The format of the program
includes questions phoned in from
listeners for response from program guests.
Also appearing will be Mrs.
Helen Ewing Nelson, consumer
counsel for the state of California.

For All Your Music
Requirements Make
DE ANGELO’S
the Place to Go

PIANOS, STEREO, RECORDS I
COMPLETE SHEET MUSIC DEP
BAND INSTRUMENTS
Open Till 7 P.M.
Monday Thre Sewall
ilankamericard
First National Charge

Ae ntryel4
1518 E. SANTA CLARA
CL 1-2446

BILL WERT CHEVRON
7th and KEYES

CHEVRON

I

SUPREMO
CASOI/NE

Block North of SPARTAN CITY

Costeeniently batted
LUBRICATION MOTOR TUNEUP
WHEEL BALANCING BRAKE SERVICE
AUTO ACCESSORIES
TIRES BATTERIES

Discount to Students on Brake Work

l’ooddv cjciiello rurope!
enjoy 8 fun -filled weeks of travel

ROUND
TRIP
$399.00
(Tax included?

FLY
DC-7C

LEAVE:
June 20, 1962, San Franc.sco London
RETURN:
August 27, 1962. Pr- r’’. San Francisco

CoIl
mOSHE
DICK DURLING
CY 5-252(
CY 4-7346
CY 5-8574

SIC FLICS

anytime!

other student benefits
Try our

STEAK $135

6You can purchase your
LaTorre at the Student$
$
Affairs Business Office

TH 16

Student Nurse of the Year of ulty. Mrs. I.,
Division 5, Alene Umemoto, senior Beulah T
SJS nursing major, represented the Rizpah Linii
division at a Student Nurse assn.
of California convention last week
in Los Angeles. A student nurse
from Los Angeles county hospital
captured top honors.
Division of the Yeas honors went
to Division 5 which includes SJS,
Stanford university, San Jose city
college, San Jose hospital and
O’Connor hospital schools of nut’sbag.
Miss Umemoto, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Fred M. Umemoto of
1363 S. Highway 9, San Jose. is a
graduate of Live Oak high school,
Morgan Hill. She has been active
in the Student Nurse assn. at SJS
and was president of the organization last year.
Also attending the Los Angeles
convention were three members of
ALENE UMEMOTO
the SJS nursing department fac.. "Nurse of Yea
-

Student Bowling

with more color than ever before.
A complete history of Campus life
for 1962.

’Until dotty/Pry date on Campus

%Alai.

Statistics Show
Seatbelt Need

TYPEWRITER

124 E San Fernand,’

CALIFORNIA SAFI,
SUPPLY COMPAN(,-*

hypoxia (lack of oxygen) in the
small plane.
Schreve explained that the small
plane, with its new refinements. is’
able to reach altitudes over 10.000
feet where the oxygen content
the atmosphere is dangerously
duced.

Job Interviews

PAPERBOUND
BOOKS .

Student Nurse Attend
Statewide Conventior

4.741

16 Clean Alleys

Downtown Bowl

375 W. Santa Clara St.

CY 4-7800

"Your pilot is Captain Smith
I’m your stewardess, Miss Kong."

I(ii.vki

I II,

21 GREAT TOBACCOS MAKE 20 WONDERFUL SMOKES!

GET WITH THE GRAND PRIX . . . ENTER TODAY, ENTER INCESSANTill

Summer Openin9

Wilma Strickland,
On Leave from SJS,
Wins Second Grant

ttend
ention New P.E. Field Now It

Under Construction
.5

U MEMOTO
. "Nurse oi Yee’

I Your Music
meats Make
GE 10’s
’lace to Go

EREO, RECORDS I
.HEFT MUSIC DEPT
INSTRUMENTS
Till 7 P.M.
Thru Saturday
kamericard
ational Chirp

4119d0

tli44 k
SANTA CLARA
L 1-2446

HEVRON
EYES
FAN CITY

tocated
fOR TUNEUP
BRAKE SERVICE
D ACCESSORIES
Work

An outdoor campus physical education field, which is scheduled
ICI open during the summer, is the
latest addition to the emeent construction program at San Jose
State.
The new combined instructional
and recreational facilities, which
are presently under construction.
are to be located between the
t’,en’s and women’s dorms, closed
in by San Carlos and San Salvador
its
The facilities, being constructed
by the Aiken Construction company for $62,222, will include six
volley hall courts. two basketball
courts, a softball diamond and a
large turfed area.
The new campus field will be
used by both the Men’s and the
women’s Physical Education departments for class in.struction.
The college Recreation department
oars to make use of the new
plant for instructional purposes
also

elude a marching area for the cii:Iege’s ROTC department; as well
as a practice field for the SJS
marching bands routine practice
during football season.
As a recreational site, the field
will serve as a doem recreational
area during the hours it is not
being used for class instruction.
The Intermural department also
has plans for the field in the afternoon in order to handle the increased student participation in
the all -college intennural program.
There will also be adequate
parking facilities for the site. The
proposed residence hall cafeteria
location on San Carlos at. will he
oiled and used as a parking lot
until furture construction begins
on the cafeteria.

:ti esreve,

FUTURE P.E. FIELDConstruction for the new P.E. facilities
begin with the clearing of the field between the men and
women’s dorms at San Carlos it. This is the future site of volleyphoto 1.
...1...ares
ball and basketball courts.

Wilma I). Stiteklatal. presq:
enrolled at the University
Southern California while on leave ’
from her teaching duties in the
SJS Business division, was recent,v awarded her second Ford Foundation fellowship for her first
year of pre-doctoral study in the
aniversitie’s graduate school of
business administration.
Profcasor Strictland earned a
1.9 grade average during her f i: - ’
semester, according to ASSOC.
Dean Richard L. Williamson
USC.
Granted for the 1962-63 aria
demic year, the fellowship carries
with it a $2500 grant, plus allow:ince for tuition.
"Professor Strickland is to he
particularly congratulated on her
fellowship," Dean Williamson said,
fellowship."
"About 50 of these scholarships
are allowed for study in the area
of economic development and administration in the whole country.
To receive a renewal of a fellowship of this nature truly reflects
the satisfaction of the Ford Foundation in the work of the student."

Wednesday. April 25, 1962

-Pa lit

\Li SII.1

Nuclear Testing
Debate SU blect

.imption of nuto justify the
clear testing Ili lilt’ atmosphere.
’ Dr. Smith said the trsting,
which began today at Christmas
Island, was morally jum.ified by
the past morality of our civilizalion. "This is the dilemma that
has grown out of the morality try
which we have lived," the biology
iprofesor stated.
Ecomonic justification is not a
aN
/ major
matter, .Dr. Smith said.
Militarily It is impossible to deeide if the tests are justified be-I
S
cause we just don’t have the inI formation, he contended.
Dr. Smith, who faced an overSAN FRANCISCO I UPI IGov.
audience. deEdmund G. Brown yesterday said whelminely hostile
justifiable
he intended to "press hard for ac- claTrecaktin’g’Ththe etesatpsi.letea
tragedy"
ceptance" of a "new horizon of human

Dr. Charles Smith. SJS associate professor of biology, took the
affirmitive last Monday night in a
debate at San Jose State spuncored by the American ,’riencls
Service committee, and attempted

B

rown Seeks .
ew Horizon
n tate Plan

,-California.
’Seaver of the American Friends
Brown said his administration
quoted several
had not abandoned efforts
to push
Service saying
committee
that we do not need
to sources
program
through a legislative
nuclear tests because of the deallow
formation of multipurpose
tPurPoaP eided superiority of the United
regional service districts. Such A States in nuclear weapons already.
measure was intmduced in 1961
Seaver quoted a scientific ad but killed by the legislature.
’ viser to President Kennedy, as
"You will he hearing more about saying that nothing has funciathis in the future." Brown told a mentally been changed by the
Model United Nations delegates and Jan Clow were elected to
general membership luncheon of ca.nt Russian testing.
returned this week slightly dis- three of the six committee rapthe San Francisco Junior Chamber
Over 117 cadets and staff mesa - appointed in the 12th western porteur positions. Sam Obregon
Seaver said that the "limited
of Commerce.
tests" which began today would
hers from the SJS ROTC detch- states session at San Diego state , was officially installed as seemHe cited as an example of poor just start the nuclear race all over
college, hut determined to stage ’ tarY-general of the 1963 session
Tomorrow is the deadline for ment
recently completed a three
regional planning a two-mile again and that everything that
an impressive session here next in San Jose during the closing
students to sign up to attend the
The Faculty Council has estab(lay
encampment
at Fort Ord.’ year.
stretch in Orange county, "where hastens the race brings war closer,
Campfire
!ceremonies.
club’s trip to
Tour and
lished a five-man committee to
the speed limit changes five times.
Obregon announced that the investigate various proposaL:
Dr. Bruce Ogilvie. SJS associate
the snow country this weekend, ac- where they went through a proThe session was held April 11;position of deputy registrar to the a speakers bureau at San Jose with each speed enforced by a professor of rr511-hiiltio:v. moderated
cording to Mrs. Elizabeth Stewart, ’gram designed to prepare them I 14.
different
police
Justice dur- State.
department."
associate professor of English and for a six-week camp at Fort Lewis.
the debatt.
Delegate Carolyn Knehans listed International Court of
Brown added his administration’ session is now open.
one of the club’s adviser.
Dr. Charles M. Larsen, associate
the major complaints as lack of ing the 1963
Washington, this summer.
had "done more in three years
The deputy registrar is charged
The cost per individual for
The sophomore cadets (MSII’s) organization in the general as- with the administration of the professor of mathematics, will to. co-ordinate the planning and
transportation and lodging is
serve as chairman. Working with
sembly meeting, small committee
fired
M1
rifles
on
the
Trainf
ire
the registrar in him are Howard Miller. associate construction programs of various
$18.25. Meals are extra.
meeting rooms and the big dis- court, and assists
The group will leave Friday at course and upperclassmen taught tance between downtown hotel ac- training judges. contacting the professor of speech; or Albert , state agencies than had been done
the
MSIII
(juniors)
the
techniques
in all of the history of the state."
various participating colleges and
noon and return to San Jose about
of wall and foot locker displays comodations and the San Diego handling cases submitted to the Porter, associate professor of man He said the first stage of a new
10 p.m. Sunday.
state campus.
agement; Norman Gunderson.
and
the
basics
of
interior
guard
court. Applications are now being dean of engineering; and Dr. state development plan will be
Mrs. Stewart said interested
State, in representing
San
Jose
mounts
.
accepted in the College Union, Lowell Pratt, publications man- available in two months. Brown
persons may reserve space on the
, said the plan, being prepared by
A confidence course called the India, backed resolution support- 325 S. Ninth St.
trip by contacting her in A204 or
ager.
to
Red
China
of
admittance
ing
the Finance Department, would be
by signing the sheet on her office Leadership Reaction test was
Interest in the need for a facpas.sed
was
motion
The
U.N.
the
a.long.range, comprehensive bluetaken by the MS Ms and IVs.
READING
door.
silty speakers bureau was spurred
1)u!
meeting,
committee
the
in
print which will guide state govThis test presented the cadets
1000 WORDS
by accusations by Edward S. Carbring
the
to
unable
were
delegates
eminent in locating roads, office
with simulated conditions of what
PER MINUTE?
mick, associate professor of enbuildings, campuses and other
they might actually encounter on measure before the General AsYou can do it with a
gineering, that subversiveness ex sembly.
facilities."
the combat field. The men were
READAK READING
isted among certain SJS faculty
Tom Bruneau, head of the sesCOURSE
’
"It will outline nine metropolifaced with prisoners who refused
members,
actan areas in California which form
SACRAMENTO (UPI) - Gov.
to obey orders, a berserk jeep sion’s credentials committee,
orig
launched
Porter
Professor
, driver, men who disobeyed orders cepted the seating of the Nation- Edmund G. Brown has signed into inal work on the bureau when he,’ logical foundat ions for regional
under fire and several wounded alist China delegation despite the law the $2.88 billion budget under recognized the need for expression planning and the formation of
375 Town & Country Village
re’zional planning districts," he
protests of Stanford university, which the state will operate durmen.
of opinions by the faculty and sugSan Jose - CH 8-7674
ing fiscal 1962-63.
The cadets Isere scored depend- representing Albania.
gested that communism. religion.
Five Indonesians visited the
Brown indicated he was pleased academic freedom and other sub.
ing on how they faced the situation and what they did to remedy MUN session and aided the Indo- with the huge spending plan that jects could be explored by the facit. A team of regular army NCO’s nesian college delegation in the earlier split the legislature on ulty in campus speches.
General Assembly.
party lines before it was finally
i_iraded tile men.
His suggestions stimulated proPaid tansingh. Jayne Johnson approved in special session.
Beftne the cadets left, the
posals by Dr. Larsen and Dean
"This is a good, tight budget Gunderson for different forms of
itiniors and seniors were allowed
to visit various branches of the
which reflects the determination! speakers bureaus.
provide in’
of my administration to
Army at the fort. Arnim infantry.
Dean Gunderson enlarged the
an adequate fashion for the meat original proposal to include s
artillery, finance and judge ads
pressing needs of a state that will 1 panel discussion with a strong
nate general offices and installs soon be the most populous in the chairman and time regulation is
ions were visited and observed byl
Phi Ida Sigma. national men’s nation," the governor said,
the maw
that students and faculty on cam Blue Over
"It also reflects an equal de. pus could conveniently attend.
Octane Ethyl
92+ Octane Reg. 100+
The MSIV’s were guests at a lower division scholastic honorary
fraternity, is holding initiation to- tertnation to achieve these objecOfficer’s
club.
at
the
banquet
bureau
a
suggested
Larsen
Dr.
Blue Cards?
night in the Faculty Office build- tives within the limits of purposeExamples of year-around oil prices:
of speakers to meet with coming at 6 p.m. Eleven members will ful economy and sound fiscal pracliving
student
groups
and
munity
Shell
X -I00, Triton, Veedol,
Put New Colors Into
4C4 initiated. Students qualified for tice," he said.
Coffee, Tea, or VIP? I membership
groups informally off campus
Havoline, Valvoline, Richlube
qt. can 384
are those receiving a
Your Life With Paints
The budget became an titi Ile well.
or better GPA, last semester. when minority Republicans in the
And Water Colors From
Castrol
qt.
can 50t
New initiates are: James R. Assembly insisted it must be cut.
LEMMON LIMIT qt. 194
100% Eastern Bulk
Douglas, Gerald L. Faerber, Doug- When Democrats refused to yield,
Uri
HOLI.YWOOli
las B. Greene, Ben M. Hance, the GOP assemblymen held firm
2
-Gal.
$1.29
Can,
Sealed
Eastern
100%
lamald E. Lawrence, Ronald H.
deadlocked the session. Brown Lemmon plans to stay out of lets’Cigarettes
22o
package
Mewshaw, Michael D. Morgan, was forced to call an extraordin- vision except for occasional guest
1ItTISTS’ ST PPLIES
PICTURE FRAMES
, Conrad W. Recksiek, Allan K. ary budget session which lasted parts. Says Jack: "As far as is
PAINTS & WALLPAPERS
movie star is concerned. TV and
Risdon, Russel /I. Ritchie and one week.
\I:(1-1:11 .1 stone.
"Truce teams" made up of as- frostbite are similar- too much
2 Stores
4th & Williams
6th & Keys
10% & Taylor
semblymen from each party finally wee-exposure can kill you in
112 So. 2nd St.
agreed on $28 million in cuts in- either medium."
CY 2.1.117
sisted upon by the Republicans.

Signup Deadline
Set for Snow Trip

117 ROTC Cadets
Participate in Ft.
Army Maneuvers

Model U.N. Delegates
Disappointed by Session

Dr. Larsen
Heads Group

ARE YOU

Gov. Brown Signs
New State Budget

Readak, %cc.

fit’ Pope!
If travel

ISCOUNT
per
2c & 3c gal.

Phi Eta Sigma
Initiates Scholars

incisco London
-San Francisco

,HE BEN.E.1
CY 5-2520

wiS

PURITAN OIL CO.

and
N’alley Fair Shopping Center

CV 20462

fIts & Santa Clara

Get a Blue Card?
Put it to Use!
$1.00
THEY’RE WORTH

TOWARDS THE PURCHASE
OF ANY L.P. at:

Peace Corps Tests
To Be Given Here International Week
Subject for Council

Peace ()all, tests will Ix, gien
Saturday at 8:15 a.m, in l’OOM 228
Additional plans for Internationof the San Jose post office on
al Week. May 14-18, will he disFirst and St. John Ms.
Ray La Montagene, training of- cussed tonight at the meeting of
ficer for the Peace Corps. and Dr. the International council at 7:30
Priscila Manalang, professor of ed- lin the College Union.
Representatives from ethnic. forucation at the University of the
Phillipines, will be present during eign language and cultural clubs
will meet to set up activities for
the testing.
According to 1W. James W. the week-long international celeThornton, assistant to the presi- liratien.
dent, Dr. Manalang will take part
:n the training of $00 Peace Corps
iiidunteers at San Jose State this
Coffee, Tea, or VIP?
sii tnnser.

_
114~141,0111wItakalleisitifteatkotarkfielseisikokittat

SPECI A I

GOLF RATES

est

To SJS FACULTY & STUDENTS
MONDAY Thru FRIDAY

IstSfi

.\iii 111’
1 .

KES!
iNTLY!

CORNER OF
THIRD AND SAN FERNANDO

$1.00
PLEASANT HILLS GOLF CLUB
SOUTH WHITE ROAD

NEAR STORY ROAD

raduale

cliool of

ausiness gUnintstraliotz
Announces a new Graduate Business Program
for non -business undergraduates.
A longtime leader in graduate education for business, the Univerthy of Southern California will offer in the Fall of 1062 a new
full-time program leading to the degree of Master of Business
Administration for graduates of schools outside the area of business.
This program will he limited to a group of carefully selected
students who will stay together for the two years (four semesters)
required to complete the program.
Close contact between students and individual faculty members
will be emphasized. A variety of teaching methods will he followed
to develop student participation and to build skills in solving business problems. Placement services will be available upon graduation.
Interested students may interview Dr. James II. Nlyers, who
will be at the Dean of Student’s Offike at lii A. M. Thursday.
111% 1
UNIVERSI,TY orSOUtHERN CALIFORNIA
For further information, write to.
Office of the Associate Dean
Graduate School of Business Administration
University of Southern Califorma
Los Angeles 7, California

NIP"’
Yankee Leads Fort Lewis

2a

Tony Kubek Faces SJS
In Diamond Clash Today
San Jose State’s bieeballe.’s return to action today at 3 p.m. on
this Spartan diamond against a
Fi.rt Lewis. Wash. team that
boasts several major and minor
leftSZliel’,; ineladlng Tatty Kubek.
the Nevi York Yankees’ shortstop.
ther the Easter vacation the
Spartans split eight games.
San Jose State traveled south

to’ the Los Angeles state Easter
tow nament where it won ta
aame; and lost three. The Stso
tan, conisseted against USC. UCI,
Cal Poly of Pomona. Los Angeles
,t ate and Arizona state.

I

.,11 Nine
San Jose Si:..:.defeated Monterey Peninsula college 13-7 Monday for its ninth win

home four runs.
The winning pitcher for San
Jose was Bill Ardis who went all
the way.
The Spartababes end their scason Saturday with a 10 a.m. game
at the rniveisity of (’alifornia.

In the last game of the tournament the Spartan.. beat AH, zona state 5-1.
,
The Spat-tans picked up two runs
! in the tirst on a walk to Lon Ro-

240 3 0 0 2 2 0-13 14 5 ’ mero and a triple by Fisher. AsMONTEREY 6 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0- 7 83 ; cani drove in Fisher with a single.
Ardis and Thompson; Hagio, KageSan Jose State scored one in the
yarna12). Fraser(8) and Oleata.
fourth and another in the sixth

SJS Froth

1.11EI11-111 .1/ IA/..1/ and
PR()BLE.11 (4. El II....

. . her hit his second homer of
the tou.-ney in the first inning to
give the Spartans a 2-0 lead.
Cal Poly came back In the second to score five runs on three
hits to take a 5-2 lead.
San Jose State could only manage one more run in the third
inning. The final three runs for
Cal Poly came in the sixth and
seventh innings. Cal Poly scored
one in the sixth and two in the
seventh to win.

an attempt to sae the problems of life end e.,i1 from other

-world eiws.-

Time:
Wednesday nite: 7:30 P.m

to take a 4-0 lead.
Inning
Arizona state came up with its
only run in the sixth inning but
san Jose State came back in the
1 ,..a..reie
a
eilt.s fyifasth tally e A4,_
nith catitelht
The winning pitcher was GM5..,
a who notched
notch
his second vieIcy in as many games in the
’,arnament.
Outfielder Fisher was monied

I., the all-tournanunt nine :thong
with Gene Ned, Los Angeles;
and Bob Levingston, l’SC in the
outfield. The Infield consisted of
Gillespie
cGeorgeg.
Willie Ryan and Mike
d Us(’ at first and second reItt’t’tis .’hy ; Lou Sanchez. of Los
Angel,. at short and Mike Kettit. of Cal Poly at third,

Speaker:
Dr. Edward Madden,
Assoc. Prof. of Philoscphy
Place:
CAMPUS CHRISTIAN CENTER, 300 South Tenth
by UNITED CAMPUS CHRISTIAN MINISTRY CT 13-0204
0,.rasbyterian, Congregational, Disc,ples}

11

JUNE GRADUATES

THRIFTY DRUG STORES CO., INC.
will hold campus interviews for

MANAGEMENT TRAINEES
ON MONDAY, APRIL 30

THRIFTY IS LOOKING FOR AMBITIOUS YOUNG MEN MAJORING IN 1051.
NESS, ORVAL ARTS, PHYSICAL EDUCATION OR ANY GENERAL FIELD OF
CONCENTRATION TO JOIN THE MANAGEMENT TEAM OF THE FASTEST
CROWING DRUG -VARIETY CHAIN IN THE WEST.

BULD AN UNLIMITED FUTURE WITH:
PROMOTIONS ON

ABILITY AND MERIT

TOP SALARIES AND YEARLY BON JS
UNMATCHED

PROFIT-SHARING PLAN

PLEASE CONTACT THE SCHOOL PLACEMENT
OFFICE FOR APPOINTMENT

oarn of UCLA. Pitchers selected

A total of 29 teams are entered
the 1962 intramural softball
program, according to Intramurals
Director Dan Unruh. This is nine
more than were entered last year.
Umuh said.
The program is divided into three ,
separate leagues: fraternity, independent, and slow pitch. Eleven,
fraternity teams started play yesterday, and 12 independents start
today. Six slow pitch teams began
action Tuesday.
The all -college table tennis and

Entry blanks tan be obtained
In the Intramural.. office MG121.
Awards will he given for low
s c to r e Itfld runnerup In both
tourneys.
I

I

The all -college track and field
meet, to be held Sunday, May 13,
will feature independent and fratcrnity competition to be run concurrently. Entiies are due May 9,
and meetings will be held May 11
to discuss the- meet.
Time trials for the preliminaries
start at 9:30 a.m, and finals at

Two Home Runs
By Pete Runnels
Pace Boston Win

I.

the
1951,

to

or

DON’T DELAY!
Call
Today

CY 7-2121

Bill Aiagona shot a par 70 for
the day, the same mere as three

SAN FRANCISCO OAKLAND
BERKELEY SACRAMENTO
SAN MATEO PALO ALTO SAN 10Sf

SULLIVAN13 EAUTY LOILEGE
115 West Sea Fernando St.

Y 5-9516

CLASSIFIEDS
CLASSIFIED RATES:
25c a line first insertion
20c a line succeeding insertions
2 line minimum
TO PLACE AN AD:
Call at Student Affairs OfficeRoom 16, Tower Hall, or
Send in Handy Order Slant
with Check or Money Order.
No Phone Orders

Horseback Riding
.
’58
A meeting will be held at .1 .,11

POI SALE

Sterling
b

--Furn. Apts. for

RENTALS

3 Rm. mod, fern. apt
Summer Rates Now.
1...,use. 2 erd 3 UI

%/sips, w/windshield, carryall, none college. CT 4055?
CL I.7965.

pm. today in the women’s gym
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(Summer flights are filling rapidly!)

Howard Nelson’s

TRAVEL ADVISORS
24 E. San Fernando

CV 4-2322
Open Thursday until p.30 elm

All work (lone by qualified
ler supervision.
students

is

available

IN SAN JOSE
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Beauty Care
At Lclw, LOW Prices

and

honor

SALES RENTALS

Fidlowing the matches with Cal
Poly and Stanferd tomorrow and ;

Luncheon Ticket
Deadline Nears
the deadline for
alumnae to make
reservations for the annual Tau
Gamma alumnae luncheon on May
5 at Lamplighter Lodge, Sunnyvale. Tau Gamma is the Women’s
ph’s-ilcttl education
society.
The $2.75 tickets are
from menthol’s in the women’s gym
or may he obtained by sending a
check payable to Alumnae committee, 301 W. Budd ave., Campbell.

igo@LOK

San JOIN. has beaten Log An gilt’s %tate, Cal TWiee, I’Mversity of Pacific, Sacramento state,
Santa Clara twice, Cal Poly, and
San Francine state.

The win gave Cisco a 2-0 record..
I latn Ls 0-2 for the Senators.

Saturday

First in
for
wear
since 1906

’

sa’ duffers. Dave Stockton, Rich
Shernano and Jim Ewing.
The loss to the Trojans gave the
Spartans a 9-2-1 ’verdict for the
year. ’rhe other loss came against
Fresno state, as did the tie.

slept. 30, 1960, the offleens could
have been paid allowances total lug 536211 a year to live In pHinnings to t
sate housing-with a saving of pace the Red Sox attack. Jim King ;
*141,740 to the groserntnent. ,:r the Senators unloaded a solo
that plan for , blow in the seventh inning to score
Theyeco
rmmnded
e
iVashington’s only tally.
the future.

members

FORMAL
WEAR
I

Southern California April 17, the
Spartan% went under to the Trojan% by a 15-12 count on the San
Jose country dub course.

The Boston Red Sox defeated the
Washington Senators yesterday
I -I. on Galen Cisco’s four hitter.
Pete RunneLs hit home runs in
. the third anti the eighth

Ill IN 1.15 A11;1-.S
- Thy
overnment yesterday null ified
.1,:etion victories won by follower’
t ousted Dictator Juan D.
The examiners said the Coast
last March 18 and established fed- Guard does, not agree with theii
soal cotttrol over Argentina’s 22 recommendation and contends that
;.rovinces.
its officers ’should have the sant,
Bowing to military plessure, privileges as those of the othe,
President Jose M. Guido signed military forces.
let -tees voiding all election results
The report said a third housimi
sinee last Dee. 17, including those unit also was established on Yerba
s.f March IS, and ending autono- Buena in the 1959 fiscal year. A
mous provineial rule throughout lighthouse keeper’s quarters were
Argent Ma.
converted into a house for the 12th ’
Affeeted by the decrees were Coast Guard Diatrict commander
43 congressional seats and 11 gov- at a cost of $33,750. Examiners
ernorships won by the Pert-mists in said the Coast Guard originally
the last elections. They carnet had had estimated the cost at $20.000.
threatened civil war if they were
Coats at Verbs’ Buena invitults1
denied their election gain....
an animal salary of $41050 for a
’rhe decrees represented a comhead gardener, the GAD examplete surrender to military deiners added. They saki the work
mands for immediate action to
gardener. consisted chiefly of
halt growing Peronist strength.
maintaining four to use acres of
Eat lier, Guido announced eleclawns and a fruit orchard in the
lions for a president and vice presiImmediate surroundings of the
dent us ’ill le. held us Oh ill 911 ,1:1).S. officers’ quarters.
’rhe examiners also were critical
af the use of the muneipatities or
private parties of Coast Guard
!anti holdines at Point Pinot; light

Peron

on
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period, July

span,

strong

edged brother team Sig Ep No. 2
for the bowling title. However,
Bob Kane, Theta Chi, topped the
league with a 183 individual average.
On tap for the near future In
Unruh’s action packed program ate

They %add that d it

Bruoger Shoots
73; Spartababes
Top Bears, 161.101

giving

badminton ehamplonships were
decided in the third games of
their best of three finals series
recently. Lee Junta, Phl Sigma
Kappa. i0)/pUli Harlan McDaniel.
indpendeut for the told’ tennis
crown. Armand signes, independent edged Stilson Judah. Phi
Sig, for the badminton championship.
Sigma Phi Epsilon No. 3 finally

saint..

(stack at the tournament champion
Stanford golfers, Friday at the

Spartan varsity

a ere Tint Bottoms of UCLA, Cliff ’
WASHINGTON (UPI
-- The
, ,ottrich of USC and Ralph Hanta.1 General Accounting Office preer of LOs Angeles state.
, sented a report to Congress Mon- 1 p.m.
In uther holiday action the, day criticizing Coast Gaard opera .;aartans split with Nevada. win-, t iims in California.
GAO examiners said the Coat:,
long 11-8 and losing 15-6. The
szpartans also deteated Washing- Guard paid $175,360 during nins
, years to maintain family housin,
ton state 7-3.
on Yerba Buena Island for ta,
high-ranking officers.

Peronist Election
Victories Nullified
By Government

Poly golf team tomorrow at 1 p.m.
at the San Jose manila/ club, San
Jose State’s golf team will get a

same time and place.
Lots came on in the final round:
co-ed volleyball, an all -college golf with a 68 to go with the 70 he
John Bragger, It bright prospect
rnament and an all -college shot Saturday morning, to edge
t
Pete Choate of Stanford and Chuck for the
track and field meet.
golf tear,
Courtney of San Diego state, at
The co-ed volleyball tourney, a
for next year, shot a 7:1.1nd
Elam
Paaatiempo.
begin
undouble% event, will not
Taylor, another low -shouting
The Spartans finished a "disaptil May 7, hut entries are due by
young golfer, shot a 75. a..
the San
May 3. The nest and second pointing.’ eleventh as a team as
rounds are to he played on the the Indians grabbed first and San Jose State freshman goner; routed
placed
Arizona
south campus volleyball courts. Diego state and
the Cal trash
at Abate
The seml-finals and the finals second and third respectively.
den country club Manday.
will be played indoors In the
"We had !wird to finish In the
Bragger and Taylor, who have
Awards will
i
nien’s gymnasnm.
top five," Co-coach Jerry Vroom combined in
the
Ire given for first place and runonly
was
the
asserted, "but Lots
babes punch all year, 0.-elle joined
ner up. All fraternity and inde36
the
team member to get in
in their et fort by ban Calandri,
pendent living centers have been
qualifiers."
who shot a 76.
given rules.
Calandri, who shot It 74 last
Lots’ morning score of 70 left
The 36- hole all - college scratch
stroke ahead of halfway time OUT, has lien coming
and handicap golf tourntunents will him one
lately, according to Fresh
Choate, but still one behind
run from May 10-20. However, en- leader
The first nine holes of Coach Jerry Vrourn.
tries are due May 9 for this event. Courtney.
The freshmen meet San Jose
final round saw Courtney
The gioss score will decide the the
places with Choate, with city college NIond.ty at Almaden.
scratch tournament victor and the change
behind the leadCallaway handicap system will be Lots still a stroke
er.
used in the handicap tourney.
But then the stocky Spartan tow
The tournament will be held at
the Pleasant Hills country club. to the pressure. birdying the 14th,
sparkGreen fees Monday through Friday 16th and 18th holes, for his
was four
are one dollar, whereas Saturday ling 68 and the title. He
and Sunday a $3.50 charge is levied under par Saturday.
and reservations ate requited a
eh tots. delivered a brilAttl
week in advance.
liant Mt- under par 65 against

in

C

top
I

Mary’s may

’aesday, April 25. 1962

Coast Guard
Operations
ri lazed

1111’Slutsi I ate. L,ki on
Hy DON; Cli.tlMAN
Johnny Lots won the Western and San Francisco stale may
3, and then enter the 4,.
intercollegiate golf tournament rot
est
Coast Athletic. lout nament
in St.
the second straight year Saturday,
7.
with a four-round score of 280,
May 10 they meet the
University
breaking his own record of 282. set of British Columbia and
May 12
they wrap tiP 111"
last year.
againu
Stanford.
I
Cal
After playing host to the

and

Softball Slate
Has 29 Teams

I

San Jose State won Its find
in the tourney by defeatg
ing the fourth-ranked team In
the nation. Los Allgele% state,
The Spartababes were paced by
8-7. April 16.
shortstop Dean Sanders who
sevin
the
4-2
score
the
With
pounded out three hits and drove

enth innints for L.A., Len Rosenfeld came up with the bases loaded and hit a grand slam homer
to put SJS ahead 6-4. The Spartans added another run In the
inning to lead 7-4.
L.A. tied it up with two runs
in the eighth and another tally
in the ninth.
This set the stage for Carl
Fisher to unload a homer to give

sports

the Stsuaana and pitcher Jerry Vice and Dom Ascani. The final 6--SPARTAN D
score was 12-2 for UCLA.
Guibor an 8-7 win.
In the afternoon, the Spartans
The next moridng against
UCLA the Spartan.. wen. never met the top ranked leant in the
nation, USC. S.TS led the Trojans
In the gamut’ as the Bruins held
tar six and one half innings until
a 12-0 lead going to the bott ...
T’SC se0.’ell six runs on three hits
of the ninth.
The Spartans averted a shutout and one SJS (WOW in the seventh
by scoring two rums in the ninth The final score was 11-7.
San Jose State lost its third in
on singles; by Steve Chen. Gary
:1 rots to Cal Poly of Pomona.
--

Defeat Monterey

Lotz Wins Tourney;
SJS Falls to USC

San Jose

San Jose’s Oldest and Largest
Foreign Car Center

* First Class Body and Paint Repairs
* Engine Rebuilding
* Tune -Ups and Service

-

03I0 t,ng soa sofa for $195
121
San Fernand. St . AP’
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After two successful meets over
the vacation the San Jose State
freshman eindermen will travel to
Stanford tomorrow for a 1:30 p.m.
seeet with the Stanford freshman.
San Jose defeated the College of
San Mateo 77-45, April 14, and
then defeated the Fresno state junior varsity 100-29 Saturday.
Pete Minna turned in the top
leap In the nation by a freshman
bread jumper this year when he
aped 24-5 against San Mateo.
The following week against Fresno Danna won his event with a
leap of 23-4.
In the two mile race against San
Mateo, Danny Murphy turned in
the fastest time in the nation this
year by a freshman and set a new
SJS freshman record when he was
timed in 9:10.0.
Dwight Middleton continued his
race against the clock in the 220
with a 21.3 around-the-curve time
against San Mateo and a 20.9
straight away time against Fresno.
Middleton doubled in the 440,
turning in a 48.9 against San Mateo and a 48.3 against Fresno.
The mile relay team, with Middleton anchoring, heat San Mateo with a 3:18.7 clocking. Middleton ran a 47.6 4441 lap to pace
the team of Tom Graham, Mike
Wireau and Larry Le Fall. Thi
following week, with Lloyd Mu rod replacing Graham, the team
turned in a 3:19.5 to defeat the
Fresno 4Vs.
Gibeau took the 880 against San
Mateo. He turned in a 1:52.7. He
came back against Fresno’s JVs to
win with a time of 1:56.2.
Against Fresno Gibeau came in
second to Fresno’s Pat Clark in the
shot put.
Bob Baughman Mined in the
-

Coffee, Tea, or VIP?
t in
wear
1906

POSITIVELY THE

LOWEST
GAS PRICES

Tickets Available
For Dance Festival
Tickets ate available for "Dance
into May" a folk dance festival to
be presented in WG23 Tuesday evening at 7:30. They will be sold for
25 cents in the patio of the women’s gym and also at the door.
The festival is planned and presented by Folk Dance Methods
class of the Department of Physical Education for Women, according to Virginia Rice, class member.
The class is taught by Mrs. Helen
Doerr, assistant professor of physical education.
All students and the public are
invit e d. Refreshments will be
served.

Football Meeting
A metding of all saisity football
candidates will be held at the new
south campus P.E. building at 10th
and Humboldt sts. at 4 p.m. tomor-

IN TOWN
SAHARA OIL CO.
LAN I
INTO
SAN I031

fastest time by an SJS freshman
this year in the 220 low hurdles
when he was timed in 23.9 against
both San Mateo and Fresno. In
the Fresno meet Doug Smith was
second and Mike Chamberlain
third. Against San Mateo, Smith
was second and Bob Taylor third.
High jumper Bob Lovejoy
cleared 6.5 against the Fresno
JVit, missing the school freshman record by three-quarters of
an inch. Lovejoy went 6-2 to take
the event against San Mateo,
Bob Taylor took the 120 high
hurdles against Fresno when he
was timed at 14.7. The week before
he had turned in a 14.8 against
San Mateo to win the event.
San Jose took both 100-yard
dashes despite the fact that Murad
was not competing In them. Bob
I3aughman took ,the 100 against
Fresno with a 9.9 clocking and
Maurice Compton took the century
against San Mateo in the same
time.
Allan Phillips took the javelin
throw against Fresno with a toss
of 203-0 to beat teammate Bob
Baughman. There wasn’t any javelin competition against San Mateo.

Second and William

All candidates must attend. If
they can’t go they are asked to
mnt:e.t coach Bib Titrhimal.

Angelo’s STEAKS
ARE THE BEST YET
Try Our
NEW YORK CUT STEAK
with Tossed Salad,
Baked POLO, Coffee or Tea $1 . 85

ANGELO’S Steak House
PARKING-AL’SI ERAL’S, 35 S. 3rd

FIFf

72 E. SANTA CLARA

39;16
CORONA - UNDERWOOD - ROYAL - REMINGTON

5ypewritero

18

Est

1900

TYPEWRITERS RENTED
SPECIAL STUDENT RENTAL
RATE FOR 3 MONTHS
$18.00 rental applies to purchase price
of any machine if you decide to buy.
-EASY PAYMENT PLAN -

SAN JOSE TYPEWRITER CO.

Free Parking

24 S. SECOND ST.

:: :0n

CYpress 3-6383
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I KNOW WHY
--TAUSE YOU ALL
TRAINED BY EATING
AT UNCLE JOHN’S
PANCAKE HOUSE!

Cindermen in Mt. San Antonio Relays
Professional baseball returned to
San Jose last night, after a three
year absence, when the new San
Jose Bees opened their 1962 California I ea g ue schedule against
Bakersfield.
The Bees have the nucleus of a
good pitching staff along with
speed, power and good balance.
George Conrad, a small right
hander led the Western ("aniline
league with StatemWe last year
in ERA. 3.21, strike outs, 172.
and innings pitched, 168. He was
named to the league’s all-star
team. He had a 11-7 record.
Alan Flitcraft, also in the Western Carolina league with States=
ville, pitched a seven inning no-hitter on the last day of the season.
He had a 5-1 record and an 2.55
ERA in 60 innings.
A third hurler, Bob Haye, had
89 strike outs in 79 innings with
Hobbs of the Sophomore league.
He has good speed and a good
change up. He had a 5-5 record.
Bob Darwin was sought by 18
of the 20 major league clubs before he signed with the Los Angeles Angels. He is big and strong
and fires like Ryne Duben.
The only p r o bl e m manager
Red Marlon faces with his pitching staff is whether they can
control the ball. They have the
speed, If they learn control of
the hall, watch out.
The strong point of the Bees,
both offensively and defensively is
its outfield.
In left field Dick Simpson, 18,
led the Western Carolina league in
home runs last year with 15. The
big outfielder had 64 RBIs in 88
games and was named to the
league all-star team. He hits with
power, has a solid swing and strong
wrists.
Neil Martin is about the size of
Albie Pearson and probably will
lead off for the Bees. Walter
O’Neill is the most experienced on
the club, with seven years experience in the minors behind him. He
has averaged 15-18 home runs each
year and 100 RBIs per season.
First baseman Dan Ardell is
a big left handed hitter who has
power to his credit. He has good
speed, is a good hustler and a
good fielder.
Arden was a mainstay of the
1961 NCAA champion USC team.
He played for Artesia in the Sophomore league and finished the season for the Los Angeles Angels.
Ernie Foil has been one of the
better hitters for the Bees this
spring. He will probably be the
opening game shortstop.
Dave Best, all-star second baseman in the Wes tern Carolina
league and Ron Clark are battling
at the hot corner. Bob Lucas will
be at second.
The Bees are going to carry 10
pitchers: Illteratt, Conrad, Ranson Hernandez, Terry Tackett,
Darwin, VVantz, Bob Pankey, a
reliefer, Pat Rogan, Fred Newman and Willie Mathis.
Jack Hiatt, all-star catcher in
the Western Carolina league and
Gary Herrington will handle the
catching spot.
Angel Macias will add insurance
to the infield of Arden, Clark, Best,
Lucas and Foli.
Jack Warner will be the fourth
LURE
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) - When
Glenn Ford did a scene in "Experiment in Terror" requiring that
dogs running yelping after his car,
the tires were rubbed with raw
ground sirloin to make sure the
canines would make chase. They
did.
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Edwards Sets New
School Discus Mark

San Jose Nine Returns
To Pro Baseball Action

Between 8th and 911v on
E. Santa Clara

(
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Snack Bar
15c HOT DOGS
Just for fun,
Come in today!

outfielder behind Simpson. O’Neill
and Martin.
Manager Marion has spent 19
years in professional baseball as
a manager. Last night was his
20th opening game as a manager.
In his 19 years Marion has finished in the first division 18 times.
He has coached players like Albie

Pearson, Marty Keough, Ted Bowsfield, Eli Grba and Tex Clevenger,
all of whom have gone on to the
major leagues.
Marion rates this year’s squad as
being good in speed and over-all
power as the 1953 San Jose Red
Sox team which won the California
league title by 18 games.

Foreign-Born Players
Star in National Pastime
By JOHN HENRY
Baseball is called the "American pastime." It is supposedly the
"national game." However, now
there are more and more foreigners entering the major leagues.
Not only are foreign players entering the league but they are
taking a dominate role in the game.
What the San Francisco Giants do
without Felipe and Mateo Alou,
Orlando Cepeda, Jose Pagan and
Juan Marichal?
Where would the Pittsburgh
Pirates finish without Roberto
Clemente, Al Melts-an, Joe (’hristopher and Diomedes Olive?
Where would the New York Yankees have finished last year without Luis Arroyo and Hector Lopez?
All the players mentioned are
foreign-born players who are leading their clubs in the majors. The
list doesn’t stop there, also included are; Luis Aparicio (Chicago
White Sox), Reno Bertoia (Detroit
Tigers), Mike de la Hoz (Cleveland Indians), Chico Fernandez
(Detroit 1, Tony Gonzalez ( Philadelphia Phillies), Minnie Minoso
(St. Louis Cards), Vic Power (Minnesota Twins), Tony Taylor (Philadelphia) and Zoilo Versalles (Minnesota) to name a few.
Leading the list of imports Is
Cuba with 13 men on the major
league roles. They are Chico Cardenims ((’incinnati), de la HOZ.
Fernandez, Gonzales, Roman MePas (Houston), Minoso, Leo Posada (Kansas (’ity), Taylor, S’ersalles, Ed Baut a (Sit. Louis),
Mike Fornieles (Boston), Camillo Perique! (Minnesota) and Pedro Ramos ((’leveland).
Puerto Rico has eight men in
the majors. On the list are Cepeda,
Clemente, Julio Gotay 1St. Louis),
Felix Mantilla (New York Mets),
Pagan, Power, Arroyo and Juan
Pizzaro (Chicago White Sox),
The Dominican Republic is a
close third with the two Alou
brothers, Julian Javier (St. Louis
Amado Samuel (Milwaukee), Ozzie Virgil (Baltimore), Marichal
and Ohm
In fourth plane is Canada with
six men-Tim Harkness ( I.. A.
Dodgers), Ted Bonsfield (L. A.
Angels), Ken MacKenzie (New

tan Jose Azevedo in the NOM in
By FRED RAGLAND
Coach Bud Winter’s San Jose 1:55.3. Gary Potter won the 220
State varsity track and field teamiin 21.3 for the Bulldogs. Fresno
is preparing this week for Satur- , won the relay in 3:24.3.
day’s Mt. San Antonio Relays at
Top Spartan performance in the
Walnut, Calif.
Arrneit Forces meet was Studney’s
The Spartans completed their 234-41,2 eflort in the javelin. }Aseason at Spartan field over the wards ,A On the discus with his
Easter holidays, winning all but first top toss of the season. 170-74i,
four events in which they cornSan Jose’s crack pair of quarterpeted in the April 14 Armed Forces milers, Willie Williams and Bruce
meet and drubbing Fresno state McCullough, tasted defeat as ex98 s2J/s3 -b3as1 lo/n3lySoant uerdmayw.e
high school great Hiram Carroll,
"home" competing for San Diego Naval
meet, the May 4 All -Co
-Corners meet TcruElilinwinggb "Ceanstseecrownodnant
Meat Fremont high school in Sunny Williams
vale.
third, both in 48.8.
Spartans
Spartan Horace Whitehead, comThe
made
it
look
easy in the April 21 Fresno state ing off a tremendous 15:05.5 5000
meet, capturing 12 of 15 events meters performance the previous
while holding some of their top Saturday (April 71, captured the
men out of action.
two mile in the fine time of 9:09.3.
Ex-Spar tan Bobby Poynter, corn.
Top performance of the day was
bnestamt mmoatrhkHoafrry178E3dwinardtbs’eadllise-tinause Peting for the Presidio of San
Francisco, was a double winner,
which eclipsed both the meet and taking the century in 9.5 and the
220 in 21.8. SJS’ Bart Fenolio, runSan Jose State school records.
Harry, who is just beginning to ning on the new experimental,
reach top form after getting a all-weather lane, was second in the
late start due to participation on 100 in 9.6, the best time of his
the Spartan basketball team, life.
Olympian Jack Yerman, ex-Cal
topped the old school standard of
174-4 set by teammate Dan Stud- star running for the Presidio, won
ney last year. The old meet mark the half mile in 1:52.3. Spartan
of 163-12 was set by Spartan Tom Bruce McCullough won the 220
lows in 23.7 in his first hurdle cornDaniels in 1959.
Studney, who placed second to 111elcion of the season.

York Mets), Georges Maranda
(Minnesota), Ray Daviault (New
York Mets) and Ron Pit.he (Milwaukee).
Also represented is Venezuela
with Aparicio and Elio Chacon
(New York Mets), the Virgin Islands with Christopher and McBean, the Bahamas with Andre
Rodgers (Chicago Cubs), Mexico
with Reno Bertoia (De t roil),
Ruben A m aro (Philadelphia),
Panama with Lopez and Poland
with Moe Drabowsky (Cincinnati).
Tearnwise the Giants have the
most foreign-born players wit h
five. Minnesota, the New York
Mets, Pittsburgh and St. Louis
have four apiece. Philadelphia has Edwards in the discus with a
three while Cincinnati, Milwaukee, fine toss of 166-512, captured the
Chicago White Sox, Cleveland, De- javelin with a throw of 227-5.
Make a
troit and the New York Yankees
Bruce Turnbull set a new meet
Date for
have two.
record for SJS in the pole vault I
Bowling
The Chicago Cute:, Houston, with a best ever performance of I
Dodgers,
Baltimore.
Los Angeles
14-9. His vault broke the old mark
Boston, Kansas City and Lres of 14-6 set by Fr es n o’s Fred
Angeles Angels have one foreign Barnes in 1954.
player each.
Shot putter Barry Rothman set’
The only team without a foreign another meet mord with a toss
player on its roster is the Wash- of 51-614i. The old mark of 50-11’;
ington Senators. The old Senators, was established by SJS’ Billy .Tie
now the Minnesota Twins, prae- Wright in 1955.
tically drained the supply of Cuban
Other top marks by Spartans
ball players when its famous scout were: Tom Harrison. 14.5 in the
Joe Cambria was scouring in Cuba.1 120 highs; Ben Tucker. 1:13.6 in
An impressive all-star team can I the mile: Jeff Fishback, 9:20.6 in
PALM BOWL
be made from the foreign players. , the two mile, and Angelo Had First base would be handled by I dad, 23.4 in the 220 lows.
I 1523 W. San Carlos
I
CY 4-2810
Orlando Cepeda, second base would
Fresnan Bill Knocke upset Spar find Julian Javier or Tony Taylor’
at third Reno Bertoia, at short
Luis Aparicio, Ruben Amaro or
Zoilo Versalles.
It would be tough to chose an
outfield from Bob (’lenwnte,
Tony Gonzales, Minnie Minoso,
ON
Hector Lopez and the Alois
brothers.
The only trouble spot would he
catching where Tim Harkness,
COMPONENTS AND
originally a catcher who has since
been switched to first base, would
play.
Consider a pitching staff of Juan
Marichal, Camilo Pasquel, Juan
Pizzaro and Pedro Ramos with
Luis Arroyo in relief. No manager
would turn down such a staff.
The foreign -born athlete has
made his mark in the "American"
CY 8-1212
1425W. S \ CARLOS
baseball scene.

REDUCED PRICES

DAYSTROMMEATH
STEREO HI-Fl KITS
Do-It-Yourself Headquarters

United Radio and T.V. Supply Co.

FUN..

FIT FOR A QUEEN
(KING TOO FOR TNAT IKATTIRR)

FREE!

Be the proud owner of
the most exclung sports car on campus.
inter the NATIONAL COLLEGE QUEEN
CONTEST. Its easy. Just go to your
nearby Bk1C dealer for a free application
blank for yourself or a friend. And for a
sample of the fun to come ask him to let
you take a SPRITE for a trial drive.
A funloving SPRITE is just one of Mit
free prizes. You, or a girl friend, can win
a total of $5,000. in fabulous prizes.
Others include an all -expense trip to
Europe. a $500. artcarved diamond
ring,. 20 pairs of Sandler of Boston
shoes, a 10.year supply of Berkshire
hose, a $500. David Crystal ward.
robe, Westinghouse appliances and a
full year’s supply of Toni beauty
products.

RITE

ACT TODAY
Applications must be postmarked
midiight, Monday. April 30th.

by
A

Golan Oman *us wwww0 Sow nx.e)! Kara

Magini
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the SPARTAN

The
Annual
Spring
Book Sale

BOOKSTORE
"Right on Campus"

Religion
Drama
Politics

Science
Art
History

Philosophy
Fiction
Music

ANNUAL SPRING BOOK SALE
STARTS TODAY!

\s’I’AJv
\’

Tremendous Savings
Large Variety of Books and Authors
Take a Look at These Sample Selections!
$149

GO 0V,
Tn

$100

’2"

AND UP

GOD’S IMAGE AND MAN’S IMAGINATION, by Erdman Harris. Pub.
at $3.50.
Red ChinaTEN YEARS OF STORM,
by Chow Ching -wen. Pub. at $6.00.
THE SOVIET SYSTEM OF GOVERNMENT, by John N. Hazard. Pub. at
$4.00.
MR. SEWARD FOR THE DEFENSE,
by Earl Conrad. Pub. at $3.95.
HOLLYWOOD RAJAH The Life
and Tirnes of Louis B. Mayer, by
Bosley Crowther. Pub. at $5.00.
Prophets of DoomTHE LAST DAYS,
by A. Hunter. Pub. at $4.50.
Francois Mauriac’s SECOND
THOUGHTS. Pub. at $3.75,

John P. MarguadTIMOTHY DEXTER REVISITED. Pub. at $6.50.
THE HIDDEN RUSSIA: My Ten
Years es a Slave Laborer, by N. N.
Krasnov, Jr. Pub. at $5.00.
THE TRIAL OF PETER ZENGER.
Pub. at $3.75.
"Those Scribbling Women" ALL
THE HAPPY ENDINGS, by H. W.
Papashvily. Pub. at $3.50.
LORD DUNSANY: King of Drams,
by Hazel Littlefield. Pub. at $5.00
Book CollectingFROM BRICKS TO
BOOKS, by G. H. Bushnell. Pub. at
$3.00.
Our Planetary SystemTHE PERSPECTIVE UNIVERSE, by J. P. Calk.
Pub. at $2.75.
FROM THE MORGENTHAU DIARIESYears of Crisis, 1928313, by
John M. Blum. Pub. at $7.50.
SOCIOLOGYThe Science of Society, by J. Rumney and J. Maier.
Pub. at $3.00.
THE PROFESSOR AND THE COMMISSIONS, by Bernard Schwartz.
Pub. at $4.00.
Theatre of Shaw. Barrie and HARLEY BARKER, by C. B. Purdorn.
Pub. at $6.00.

......WwwWwnwyWrowerw

th ilk;atoinicgt,- Phi’
and EmbrvGlogicii.
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Erriendotioris
graphic& inir

$198
AMERICAN DEMOCRACY AND
MILITARY POWER, by Louis Smith.
Pub. at $6.00.
THE DANCEFrom Ritual to Rock
and Roll, by Joost A. Merloo.
Pub. at $4.95.
DICTIONARY OF PAINTING. ed.
by M. L. Wolf. Pub. at $6.00.
DICTIONARY OF PSYCHOLOGY,
by P. L. Harriman. Pub. at 54.75.
RASPUTIN AND THE FALL OF IMPERIAL RUSSIA, by Heins Lieprnan.
Pub. at $3.95.
LINCOLN AND THE PARTY DIVIDED. by W. F. Zornow. Pub. at $4.00.
OSCAR WILDE and the Yellow
Nineties, by Frances Winwar. Pub.
at $5.00.
EMILY DICKINSON’S LETTERS to
Dr. and Mrs. J. G. Holland, ed. by
T. V. W. Ward. Pub. at $4.00.
THE THIRD ROSEGertrude Stein
and Her World, by John Malcolm
Brinnin. Pub. at $6.00.
A PASSION FOR POLITICSThe
Earlier Years, by Louis Brownlow.
Pub. at $7.50.
EGYPTIAN RELIGION, by Sir Wallis
Budge. Pub. at $5.00.

111;1.0R.4,:s,
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COOKBOOKS

for.
ttf

EARLY AMERICAN RECIPES by Heloise Frost.
Pub. at $2.50.
COOKING THE FRENCH WAY, by E. Smart
& A. Ryan.
COOKING THE CHINESE WAY, by N. Froud
COOKING THE GERMAN WAY, by N. Whitfield. Pub. at $2.50.
COOKING THE CZECH WAY, by Josa
Brizova. Pub. at $2.00.
COCKTAIL COMPANIONS: Snacks for All
Occasions. by M. Courtney. Pub. at $2,50.
THE COMPLETE ITALIAN COOKBOOK: -La
Cucina,- by R. L. Sores. Pub. at $3.00.

TRAVEL
Fodor’s Modern Guide to Hawaii, Intro.
James Michener. Pub. at $4.25.
at $5.95.
Bb
Fodor’s Famous Travel Guides. Pub. at $4.95
Guide to FRANCE
Guide to BRITAIN & IRELAND
Guide to GERMANY
Guide to BELGIUM & LUXEMBOURG

DICTIONARY
OF
AMERICAN
FOLKLORE, by Marjorie Tallman.
Pub, at $10.00.
AMERICAN WRITING TODAY, ed.
by Allan Angoff. Pub. at $4.50.
DICTIONARY OF LINGUISTICS, by
Mario Pei & Frank Gaynor. Pub.
at $6.00.
MEN AND MORALS: The Story of
Ethics, by Woodbridge Riley. Pub,
at $6.50.
AMERICANA
RECOLLECTIONS
OF A ROGUE, by Samuel E. Charn
berlain. Pub. at $7.00.
THEODORE ROOSEVELT: The Formative Years, by Carleton Putnam.
Pub. at $10.00.
BARRETT TO MR.
ELIZABETH
BOYD, ed. by B. P. McCarthy. Pub.
at $5.00.
Savant or Scoundre17CAGLIOSTRO, by W. R. H. Trowbridge. Pub.
at $6.50.
THE VAMPIRE: HIS KITH AND
KIN, by Montague Summers. Pub.
at $6.00.
Sir Herbert ReadTHE NATURE
OF LITERATURE. Pub. at $5.00.
HARLAN FISKE STONE: Pillar of
the Law, by Alpheus T. Macon. Pub.
at 9.75.
CATHOLIC COLONIZATION ON
FRONTIER, by
WESTERN
THE
Jar.,es P. Shannon. Pub. et $5 DO.
AMERICA TAKES THE STAGE, by
Rickard Moody. Pub. at $5.00.
BORNELi PEOPLE, by Malcolm McDonald. Pub, a+ $6 50.
THE ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT LINCOLN AND THE TRIAL
OF THE CONSPIRATORS. intro. by
Phi’ip van Doran S:ern. Pub. at $7.50
AMERICA’S FIRST HAMLET, by
Grace Overmyer. Pub. at $6.50.
THE ANATOMY OF MELANCHOLY
by Robert Burton. Ed. by Floyd Dell
and P. J. Smith,
FIELDS OF GLORYAn illustrated
History of Land Warfare in Amer
ice, by W. H. Nelson and F. E.
Vandiver. Pub. at $10.00.
DICTIONARY OF ANTHROPOLO.
GY, by C. Winick. Pub, at Sloan.

ART

ROMEMajestic Capitol by R.
S. Magowan.
PARIS--The City cf Lights. By
Andre Martin.
LONDON. a book of photographs
by R. S. Magowan.
VEN:CFA Book of Photographs
by L. Donati & G. Gunoni,
THE LOST PANORAMAS OF
THE MISSISSIPPI, by John Fran’
cis McDermott
MAN AND ART, by C. A. Burl.
and.
PICASSO. HIS LIFE AND WORK
by Roland Penrose.
WILLIAM PAGE: The Arlarkarl
Titian, by Joshua C. Taylor.
GEORGE CATLIN & THE OLD
FRONTIER, by Herold McCrack
en.
THE SETTLERS’ WEST. by Martin
F. Schmitt &Dee Brown

All These and Many More at .
STORE HOURS

8:00 a.m.
to

5:00 p.m.
Monday
thru
Friday

SPARTAN
BOOKSTORE

t’h e

"Right

on Campus"

